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From hypoxia to hyperoxia - mitochondria at physiological oxygen
levels
Session 1
Oxygen levels, gradients and heterogeneity in
cells and tissue – effects on mitochondrial
respiratory control.
1-01.

Muscle oxygenation and mitochondrial function
in vivo studied by 31P MRS and NIRS in patients
with vascular disease and in patients with
chronic renal failure on haemodialysis.

Graham J Kemp1, N Roberts2, WE Bimson2, AV Crowe3, HKI Anijeet3, A Bakran4,
SP Frostick1
1
Department of Musculoskeletal Science and 2Magnetic Resonance & Image
Analysis Research Centre, University of Liverpool, 3Renal Unit and 4Vascular Unit, Royal Liverpool University
Hospital, Liverpool UK. - gkemp@liv.ac.uk
Defects of muscle oxidative ATP production, often multifactorial, occur in many diseases. It is useful to
distinguish the contributions of (a) intrinsic mitochondrial loss/dysfunction, and (b) defective O2
supply/diffusion. Both can be studied invasively, but noninvasive methods have advantages for patient
tolerance. 31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) studies of post-exercise PCr recovery test overall
‘mitochondrial function’. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) can help to distinguish (a) from (b); however,
interpretation is complicated. In exercise, increased NIRS changes despite impaired oxidative ATP synthesis are
evidence of defective O2 supply e.g. in peripheral vascular disease (PVD) [1]. In patients with chronic renal
failure on haemodialysis (HD), interpretation is complicated by disagreement about the source of the NIRS
signal: if it is largely deoxymyoglobin [2], rather than deoxyhaemoglobin, then it reports mainly cellular PO2
[2]. This matters more in HD, where impaired intramuscular O2 diffusion dissociates abnormalities in cellular
and capillary PO2 [3], than in PVD where the vascular defect decreases both. Analysis of NIRS recovery avoids
some complications; however, this is the resultant of
-1
known O2 demand (obtainable from PCr recovery
PCr rate constant kPCr min
rate) and unknown O2 supply (since parallel blood
flow and arteriovenous [O2] difference data are
unobtainable). Furthermore PCr recovery is itself
affected by the cellular PO2 (and also – or perhaps
consequently – by cellular acidification due to
2
increased glycolytic ATP synthesis) [1]. Nevertheless,
insights may be obtained from the relationship
between the PCr recovery rate constant (kPCr, which
in the absence of appreciable acidification is arguably
proportional to the notional maximum ATP synthesis
Controls
1
rate at high [ADP]) [1], and the ‘rate constant’ of
HD patients
NIRS recovery (not strictly exponential kinetics, but
PVD patients
defined analogously as kNIRS = 0.693/(time to halfRegression:HD
recovery)). The figure shows this for three groups of
Regression: controls
male subjects: 23 HD patients (24-71y), 11 PVD
0
patients (57-77 y) and 15 similar-aged controls,
0
1
2
studied using a 31P MRS/NIRS calf protocol described
-1
NIRS rate constant kNIRS min
elsewhere [1] (in brief, GE 1.5T MR scanner, surface
coil on lateral gastrocnemius; 3-5 min isometric 0.5 Hz plantar flexion at 50% & 75% maximum voluntary
contraction force and subsequent recovery; simultaneous NIRS acquisition using RunMan CWS-2000). In PVD
kPCr and kNIRS are both reduced (by 48±5% and 59±7% respectively, P<0.001): consistent with a pure vascular
defect, although excluding some loss/defect of mitochondria will require more detailed analysis at low cell PO2
[1]. In HD kPCr is reduced by 28±5%, but kNIRS is not abnormal. Is this is to be explained by the O2-conduction
defect [2]? Note that kPCr and kNIRS are near-linearly related in both HD and controls, with a common slope but a
significant vertical separation; thus in HD kPCr is reduced both absolutely and in relation to kNIRS. This is probably
consistent with O2-‘limitation’ in both groups, but also an intrinsic mitochondrial abnormality in HD, for which
there are many possible reasons [3]. This is not a physiologically explicit argument, for the reasons given
above, but it is borne out by simulation: PCr resynthesis rate and vascular O2 delivery are modelled as decaying
exponentials, and kPCr is a hyperbolic function of cellular PO2 (which itself has a hyperbolic relationship to NIRS
signal). This gives a quasi-exponential NIRS recovery as long as O2 supply declines more slowly than use, and
results in a near-linear relationship between kPCr and kNIRS, as observed. In aerobic exercise to steady state, rate
of O2 supply and use are equal at the end of exercise. Vascular insufficiency is modelled by a shortfall in O2
supply: this slows NIRS and PCr recovery, resembling the PVD data. Addition of an intrinsic mitochondrial
defect (modelled by a low kPCr, additional to the effect of cellular hypoxia) results in a vertical separation
between the lines relating kPCr and kNIRS resembling the relationship seen for HD. This is a simple approach to a
complex problem, but capable of refinement.
1. Kemp GJ, Roberts N, Bimson WE, Bakran A, Frostick SP (2002) Spectroscopy. Int. J. 16: 317-334.
2. Tran TK, Sailasuta N, Kreutzer U, Hurd T, Chung Y, et al. (1999) Am. J. Physiol. 276: R1682-R1690.
3. Marrades RM, Roca J, Campistol JM, Diaz O, Barbera JA, Torregrosa JV, Masclans JR, Cobos A, Rodriguez
Roisin R, Wagner PD (1996) J. Clin. Invest. 97: 2092-2100.
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Muscle microvascular blood
dynamic exercise in humans.

flow

distribution

during

Robert Boushel
Department Exercise Science, Concordia University, Montréal, Québec, Canada. boushel@alcor.concordia.ca
The elucidation of muscle blood flow distribution patterns during dynamic exercise is
important for understanding how the matching of blood flow to local metabolic demand is
regulated. Muscle microvascular blood flow distribution was examined in the quadriceps muscles of young,
healthy adults (n=6) during dynamic knee extension exercise. Blood flow was measured at rest, 20, 40, 60
watts (W) by near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS; Hamamatsu NIRO-300) and indocyanine green (ICG) dye at 2
separate locations on each of the Rectus Femoris (RF; mid and distal), Vastus Lateralis (VL; mid and distal) and
Vastus Medialis (VM; proximal and distal) muscles. Within individuals, both inter- and intra muscle flow
heterogeneity was clearly apparent. However, group averaged (n=6) blood flow was similar between muscle
groups across workloads except at 60 W where distal VM flow (172.58±28.61 ml . 100ml-1 . min-1) was lower
(P<.05) than distal VL (253.40±38.06 ml . 100 ml-1.min-1), mid VL (236.20±36.76 ml . 100 ml-1.min-1 ) and mid
RF (225.03±24.71 ml . 100 ml-1.min-1). These results suggest that within the tissue volume measured by NIRS,
blood flow is generally similar between different muscles of the quadriceps, with spatial heterogeneity apparent
only at high workloads or within individuals. (This study was supported by Concordia University, NSERC, FRSQ
and the Danish National Research Foundation).

1-03.

Measuring the heterogeneity of oxygen supply to demand
in the heart muscle.

Johannes HGM van Beek*#, DJC Alders#, ABJ Groeneveld#
Center for Medical Systems Biology*, Leiden/Amsterdam, and VU University Medical Centre#,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. - hans.van.beek@falw.vu.nl
Blood flow to the heart muscle is very heterogeneously distributed, which means that
oxygen supply is very heterogeneous. It was unknown whether energy turnover, and therefore
oxygen demand, is proportional to local oxygen supply. To measure local energy turnover we
developed computer models to analyze carbon-13 NMR spectra taken from tissue biopsies after 5.5 min infusion
of carbon-13 labeled substrate. One of our models incorporates 132 differential equations for isotope
distribution via the TCA cycle to predict the isotopic isomer distribution found in glutamate after transamination.
Monte Carlo simulation showed that from the 9 distinct carbon-13 multiplets measurable in glutamate after 5.5
min infusion of carbon-13 enriched acetate, six metabolic parameters can be quantitated, among others the
TCA cycle flux. The method has been applied to study the spatial heterogeneity of TCA cycle flux, and therefore
of oxygen consumption, in the heart in anesthetized pigs. In the normal heart we find substantial heterogeneity
of myocardial oxygen consumption and blood flow, despite uniform cardiac anatomy and biophysical model
predictions of homogeneous work performance. The standard deviation of true spatial heterogeneity is almost
50% of the mean myocardial oxygen consumption value. Myocardial blood flow measured with radioactively
labeled microspheres reveals a similar heterogeneity. However, local oxygen consumption in 1 mL voxels is
strongly correlated with local blood flow and therefore with oxygen supply, with correlation coefficients of about
0.7, which keeps the spread of the oxygen supply to demand ratio limited in the normal heart. During coronary
stenosis blood flow is reduced very heterogeneously, independent of the baseline blood flow level. Oxygen
consumption tends to be reduced in proportion to the flow reduction, but nevertheless the correlation between
local blood flow and oxygen consumption diminishes rapidly, leading to greater heterogeneity of the oxygen
supply to demand ratio. The voxels with high energy turnover are expected to be especially vulnerable to
ischemic tissue damage during coronary occlusion, explaining the often patchy patterns of infarct damage in
the heart.
1. Van Beek JHGM, van Mil HG, King RB, de Kanter FJ, Alders DJ, Bussemaker J. (1999) A 13C NMR doublelabeling method to quantitate local myocardial O2 consumption using frozen tissue samples. Am. J. Physiol.
277: H1630-H1640.
2. Van Beek JHGM, van Mil HG, Alders DJ, Groeneveld AB, van Lambalgen AA, de Kanter FJ, Harrison GJ,
Bussemaker J. (1999) Heterogeneity of local metabolism and perfusion. Measuring local myocardial O2
consumption in situ using frozen samples. Adv. Exp. Med. Biol. 471: 271-281.
3. Groeneveld ABJ, van Beek JHGM, Alders DJ (2001) Assessing heterogeneous distribution of blood flow and
metabolism in the heart. Basic Res. Cardiol. 96: 575-581.

1-04.

Mitochondrial respiratory control can compensate for slow
intracellular diffusion of oxygen in rat cardiomyocytes.

Eiji Takahashi
Cardiovascular Physiome, Yamagata University School of Medicine, Yamagata 990-9585, Japan.
- eiji@med.id.yamagata-u.ac.jp
Diffusion of oxygen from the sarcolemma to mitochondrial innermembrane is the final step
in the oxygen cascade. At physiological extracellular oxygen concentrations, myoglobin in the
cytoplasm of cardiac myocytes facilitates intracellular diffusion of oxygen. However, this step
may still be a factor limiting mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation when mitochondrial
oxygen demand is moderately increased. This was demonstrated in single cardiomyocytes isolated from the rat
in which myoglobin oxygen saturation (SMb) was visualized with a subcellular spatial resolution (0.2 µm) [1].
When the quiescent cardiomyocyte was superfused with a 3% oxygen gas at room temperature, SMb was
uniform within the cell. In contrast, when mitochondrial respiration was increased by ~9 times using an
uncoupler of oxidative phosphorylation (1 µM CCCP), quite steep radial SMb gradients was demonstrated from
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the sarcolemma to the center of the cell (the hypoxic cell core). Fluorometry of mitochondrial NADH with the
same spatial resolution demonstrated intracellular heterogeneities of mitochondrial metabolism that mirror
image the radial SMb gradients [2]. Thus, in CCCP treated single cardiomyocytes, intracellular oxygen diffusion
certainly restricted oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria locating near the center of cell (the anoxic core).
Then, to examine the role of mitochondrial intrinsic regulatory mechanism (i.e. the respiratory control),
mitochondrial oxygen demand was elevated by electrically pacing the cell at 37°C (with 1 mM extracellular
Ca2+), instead of the uncoupler. Surprisingly, despite that the radial SMb gradients of the same magnitude were
produced, mitochondrial NADH fluorescence in the cell core was comparable to that near the sarcolemma [3].
From these results, we conclude that, at moderately increased oxygen demand, the rate of oxygen diffusion in
the intracellular space may limit oxygen delivery to mitochondria, particularly those locating near the cell core,
but mitochondrial respiratory control may compensate for such slow intracellular diffusion and sustain oxidative
metabolism in mitochondria even in oxygen depleted hypoxic core.
1. Takahashi E, Sato K, Endoh H, Xu ZL, Doi K (1998) Direct observation of radial intracellular Po2 gradients in
a single cardiomyocyte of the rat. Am. J. Physiol. 275: H225-H233.
2. Takahashi E, Endoh H, Doi K (1999) Intracellular gradients of O2 supply to mitochondria in actively respiring
single cardiomyocyte of rats. Am. J. Physiol. 276: H718-H724.
3. Takahashi E, Asano K (2002) Mitochondrial respiratory control can compensate for intracellular O2 gradients
in cardiomyocytes at low Po2. Am. J. Physiol. 283: H871-H878.

1-05.

Mitochondrial oxygen kinetics and heterogeneity of
oxygen in tissues – from cytochrome c oxidase to muscle
power output.

Erich Gnaiger
Department of Transplant Surgery, D. Swarovski Research Laboratory, Univsersity Hospital
Innsbruck, Innrain 66, 6020 Innsbruck, Austria. - erich.gnaiger@uibk.ac.at
Heterogeneity of intracellular oxygen pressure in tissues stems from intracellular oxygen
gradients, mainly from the microcirculation giving rise to intercellular heterogeneity of oxygen
supply, and from cell-to-cell differences in respiratory activity (recruitment). Such oxygen
heterogeneity is more pronounced in pathological states, e.g. ischemia-reperfusion. While biochemical studies
of reaction kinetics at varying substrate concentrations generally aim at homogeneity of substrates in the test
tube, the physiological interpretation must consider the effects of substrate heterogeneity on the overall
response of metabolic flux. In many cases, however, only tissue-averages of substrate concentrations are
known. The present study investigates (1) the validity of extrapolating results on oxygen kinetics of isolated
mitochondria measured by high-resolution respirometry (OROBOROS Oxygraph [1]) to muscle tissue in vivo [2],
(2) the effect of oxygen heterogeneity on the relation between tissue oxygen consumption rate and average
intracellular tissue pO2, and (3) the possible role of myoglobin in the modulation of intracellular oxygen
heterogeneity and hence tissue oxygen kinetics.
Hyperbolic oxygen kinetics in isolated mitochondria contrasts with a critical oxygen pressure in tissues. The
oxygen pressure, p50, at which mitochondrial respiration is reduced to 50 % of maximum rate, varies with
turnover rate of cytochrome c oxidase, which depends on metabolic activation state and excess capacity of
cytochrome c oxidase [1,3]. It is obvious that extracellular pO2 is a poor determinant of cell respiration if
intracellular oxygen gradients are significant. An intracellular diffusion models predicts a hyperbolic oxygen
dependence of respiration on external oxygen pressure, in agreement with results in isolated cells and muscle
fibers [4]. Surprisingly, the effect of oxygen heterogeneity on tissue respiratory kinetics has been largely
ignored. Bell-shaped intercellular oxygen frequency distributions in tissues lead to a sigmoidal oxygen
dependence. The oxygen affinity of isolated mitochondria [3] is significantly higher compared to the
dependence of muscle tissue respiration on average myoglobin-reported oxygen pressure [2]. This difference is
quantitatively resolved by a simulation model of oxygen heterogeneity. In contrast to enzyme-substrate
compartmentation, heterogeneity of substrate versus enzyme distribution shifts the kinetic response curve in
vivo to the right of the kinetics measured in the homogenous in vitro system. In the extreme, temporary shutdown of regional tissue oxygen supply leads to linear oxygen conformance [4] in relation to average
intracellular tissue oxygenation.
1. Gnaiger E, Lassnig B, Kuznetsov AV, Rieger G, Margreiter R (1998) Mitochondrial oxygen affinity, respiratory
flux control, and excess capacity of cytochrome c oxidase. J. exp. Biol. 201: 1129-1139.
2. Richardson RS, Leigh JS, Wagner PD, Noyszewski EA (1999) Cellular PO2 as a determinant of maximal
mitochondrial O2 consumption in trained human skeletal muscle. J. Appl. Physiol. 87: 325-331.
3. Gnaiger E, Kuznetsov AV (2002) Mitochondrial respiration at low levels of oxygen and cytochrome c.
Biochem. Soc. Trans. 30: 242-248.
4. Gnaiger E (2003) Oxygen conformance of cellular respiration. A perspective of mitochondrial physiology. In:
Roach RC et al (eds) Hypoxia: Throughout the Lifecycle. Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers, New York.
Chapter 3.

Session 2

Cytochrome c oxidase, oxygen kinetics and NO.
2-01.

Pumping steps in the cytochrome c oxidase catalytic cycle.

Michael I. Verkhovsky
Helsinki Bioenergetics Group, Institute of Biotechnology, P.O. Box 65 (Viikinkaari1), FI-00014
University of Helsinki, Finland. - michael.verkhovsky@helsinki.fi
Cytochrome c oxidase is one of the energy generators of the respiratory chain of
mitochondria and many bacteria, which catalyses the reduction of oxygen to water and uses
free energy released in this reaction to drive proton translocation across a biological membrane
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and thereby to generate proton motive force [1]. The catalytic cycle consists of an oxidative phase, where the
enzyme is oxidised by O2, and a reductive phase where it is reduced before binding the next O2 molecule.
Identification of the partial reactions that are associated with proton translocation is a prerequisite for
elucidating the molecular mechanism, but has remained controversial [2]. Measurements of the electric
potential generation and the quantity of protons translocated across the membrane during different steps of the
catalytic cycle starting from resting oxidized enzyme and freshly re-oxidized cytochrome c oxidase brought us
to the conclusion that resting oxidized enzyme is incompetent in proton translocation and has to be activated
by primary reduction [3]. The delivery of the first two electrons into the binuclear site of oxidized resting
cytochrome c oxidase, and the reaction with oxygen, are required for the activation of the enzyme and are not
coupled to proton translocation. In the activated enzyme each electron transfer step from cytochrome c to the
binuclear catalytic site in the presence of oxygen is coupled to translocation of one proton across the energytransducing membrane. The results presented establish how proton translocation is distributed in the catalytic
cycle, and also suggest how the efficiency of the proton pump may be regulated in vivo.
1. Wikström MKF (1977) Proton pump coupled to cytochrome c oxidase in mitochondria. Nature 266: 271-273.
2. Michel H (1999) Cytochrome c oxidase: catalytic cycle and mechanisms of proton pumping – A discussion.
Biochemistry 38: 15129–15140.
3. Verkhovsky MI, Jasaitis A, Verkhovskaya ML, Morgan JE, Wikström M (1999) Proton translocation by
cytochrome c oxidase. Nature 400: 480–483.

2-02.

Regulation of mitochondrial membrane potential and ROS
production via ATP/ADP-interaction and reversible
phosphorylation of cytochrome c oxidase.

Bernhard Kadenbach
Fachbereich
Chemie,
Philipps-Universität,
D-35032
Marburg,
Germany.
kadenbac@ps1515.chemie.uni-marburg.de
In bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase 7 high-affinity binding sites for ADP or ATP have been
identified. At high ATP/ADP ratios in the mitochondrial matrix an allosteric ATP-inhibition of
ascorbate respiration was found, due to binding of nucleotides to subunit IV. This ATP-inhibition is only found
with the cAMP-dependent phosphorylated enzyme (at the cytosolic side of subunit I), and is abolished by
dephosphorylation by a calcium-activated intermembrane protein phosphatase [1]. The inhibition of respiration
at high matrix ATP/ADP-ratios represents a new feed-back inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation (second
mechanism of respiratory control) [2], and is postulated to keep the mitochondrial membrane potential
(deltapsi) at low values (< 140 mV), due to saturation of the mitochondrial ATP synthase at 100-120 mV [3].
Abolition of the allosteric ATP-inhibition by diiodo-L-thyronine (T2) [4], low concentrations of palmitate, or
calcium-activated dephosphorylation of cytochrome c oxidase, would increase the mitochondrial membrane
potential to high values (140-200 mV), which were shown to induce the production of ROS (reactive oxygen
species). We propose that in vivo stress results in abolition of the allosteric ATP-inhibition of cytochrome c
oxidase, increase of mitochondrial deltapsi, and the production of ROS, which could cause cell apoptosis and
multiple degenerative diseases. A large number of recent publications have demonstrated a transient increase
of mitochondrial deltapsi (hyperpolarization) by various compounds and parameters which induce apoptosis [5].
1. Lee I, Bender E, Arnold S, Kadenbach B (2001) Minireview-Hypothesis. New control of mitochondrial
membrane potential and ROS-formation. Biol. Chem. 382: 1629-1636.
2. Kadenbach B (2003) Intrinsic and extrinsic uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation. Biochim. Biophys. Acta
1604: 77-94.
3. Kaim G, Dimroth P (1999) ATP synthesis by F-type ATP synthase is obligatorily dependent on the
transmembrane voltage. EMBO J. 18: 4118-4127.
4. Arnold S, Goglia F, Kadenbach B (1998) 3,5-diiodothyronine binds to subunit Va of cytochrome c oxidase and
abolishes the allosteric inhibition of respiration by ATP. Eur. J. Biochem. 252: 325-330.
5. Kadenbach B, Arnold S, Lee S, Hüttemann M (2003) The possible role of cytochrome c oxidase in stressinduced apoptosis and degenerative diseases. Biochim. Biophys. Acta (in press).

2-03.

Three new tissue specific isoforms of cytochrome c
oxidase in mammals.

Maik Hüttemann, Lawrence I Grossman
Wayne State University School of Medicine, Molecular Medicine and Genetics, Detroit, USA. maik@genetics.wayne.edu
Mammalian cytochrome c oxidase (COX) is composed of 13 subunits per monomer and has
been crystallized as a dimer. In addition to the 3 largest, mitochondrial encoded subunits,
which contain the 4 catalytic redox centers, the mammalian enzyme contains 10 nuclear
encoded subunits. COX contains skeletal muscle/non-skeletal muscle-specific isoforms for
subunits VIa, VIIa, and VIII. These isoforms, which have been known for more than two decades, are encoded
by individual genes and expressed in a developmental manner.
Recently, we have found three additional COX subunit isoforms in mammals including humans, which are
encoded by individual genes and share similar exon-intron organization with their paralogues. The first isoform
is for subunit IV (COX IV-2). It is lung-specific, strongly expressed in smooth muscle, and induced after birth
[1]. Ubiquitously expressed paralogue COX subunit IV-1 has been shown to be a key regulatory subunit. It
senses the ATP/ADP ratio and adjusts COX activity to physiological energy demand. The presence of the COX
IV-2 isoform might be related to adaptations to high substrate oxygen concentrations as present in lung. The
yeast COX subunit Va and Vb isoforms, which are believed to be homologous to mammalian subunit IV, are
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regulated by the oxygen concentration at the transcriptional level, and provide COX with about four-fold
increased electron-flow kinetics under hypoxia. Interestingly, at the gene level COX4-2 is regulated by a novel
oxygen-sensing element and is induced under hypoxia in vivo and in vitro.
Second, we found a new isoform of subunit VIb [2], which links the two COX holoenzymes into a dimeric
form at the cytosolic side. Northern analysis with a variety of rat tissues, including the female gonads,
demonstrated exclusive expression of VIb-2 in testes. In situ hybridisations with human, rat, and mouse testes
sections revealed VIb-2 transcripts in all testicular cell types. Within the seminiferous tubules in humans, the
paralogous isoform VIb-1 shows stronger signals in the periphery compared to the lumen.
Finally, we have found a third isoform for the smallest nuclear encoded COX subunit VIII (COX VIII-3) in
human, lemur, rat, and mouse, which localizes to the mitochondria [3].
1. Hüttemann M, Kadenbach B, Grossman LI (2001) Mammalian subunit IV isoforms of cytochrome c oxidase.
Gene 267: 111-123.
2. Hüttemann M, Jaradat S, Grossman LI (2003) Cytochrome c oxidase of mammals contains a testes-specific
isoform of subunit VIb - the counterpart to testes-specific cytochrome c? Mol. Reprod. Dev. in press.
3. Hüttemann M, Schmidt TR, Grossman LI (2003) A third isoform of cytochrome c oxidase subunit VIII is
present in mammals. Gene in press.

2-04.

Reversible and irreversible alterations to mitochondrial
cytochrome oxidase Km for oxygen by nitrigen oxides.

Chris E Cooper
Department of Biological Sciences, University of Essex, Colchester, UK. - ccooper@essex.ac.uk
Mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase is competitively and reversibly inhibited by inhibitors that
bind to ferrous haem, such as carbon monoxide and nitric oxide. In the case of nitric oxide,
nanomolar levels inhibit cytochrome oxidase by competing with oxygen at the enzyme's haemcopper active site [1]. This raises the Km for cellular respiration into the physiological range.
This effect is readily reversible and may be a physiological control mechanism [2]. Here we
show that a number of in vitro and in vivo conditions result in an irreversible increase in the
oxygen Km [3].These include: treatment of the purified enzyme with peroxynitrite or high (µM) level of nitric
oxide; treatment of the endothelial-derived cell line, b.End5, with NO; activation of astrocytes by cytokines;
reperfusion injury in the gerbil brain. Studies of cell respiration that fail to vary the oxygen concentration
systematically are therefore likely to significantly underestimate the degree of irreversible damage to
cytochrome oxidase.
1. Cooper CE (2002) Nitric oxide and cytochrome oxidase: substrate, inhibitor or effector? Trends Biochem. Sci.
27: 33-39.
2. Moncada S, Erusalimsky JD (2002) Does nitric oxide modulate mitochondrial energy generation and
apoptosis? Nat. Rev. Mol. Cell. Biol. 3: 214-220.
3. Cooper CE, Davies NA, Psychoulis M, Canevari L, Bates TE, Dobbie MS, Casley CS, Sharpe MA (2003) Nitric
oxide and peroxynitrite cause irreversible increases in the Km for oxygen of mitochondrial cytochrome
oxidase: in vitro and in vivo studies. Biochim. Biophys Acta, in press.

2-05.

Nitric oxide inhibition of mitochondrial respiration and
sensitisation to hypoxia.

Guy C. Brown, Vilmante Borutaite
Department
of
Biochemistry,
University
of
Cambridge,
UK,
CB2
1QW.
gcb@mole.bio.cam.ac.uk
Nitric oxide (NO) inhibits mitochondrial respiration in two ways: (a) rapid, potent and
reversible inhibition of cytochrome oxidase by NO itself, and (b) inactivation of multiple
components by NO derivatives: peroxynitrite or S-nitrosothiols. We have shown that a wide
range of cells expressing the inducible isoform of NO synthase (iNOS) inhibit their own
respiration and that of co-incubated cells via the reversible NO inhibition of cytochrome oxidase. The NO
inhibition of cytochrome oxidase is competitive with oxygen, causing a dramatic increase in the apparent KM of
respiration for oxygen. The presence of 50 nM NO raises the KM of respiration for oxygen from well below 1 µM
to 30 µM O2 i.e. into the physiological range for O2, making respiration oxygen limited. Thus NO may regulate
respiration, but also potentially sensitises cells to hypoxia. We have shown that NO from iNOS in inflammatoryactivated rat aorta reversibly inhibits aortic respiration, and makes the respiration rate proportional to oxygen
level over the physiological range. This causes a considerable sensitisation of the aorta to hypoxia-induced cell
death. 4 hours of 5% O2 hypoxia caused no significant necrosis of the vessel wall in the absence of NO or
iNOS, but caused extensive necrosis in the presence of an NO donor or iNOS expression. This sensitisation to
hypoxia may be important in a wide range of inflammatory, infectious, ischaemic, cancerous and degenerative
pathologies where iNOS is expressed.
1. Borutaite V, Matthias A, Harris H, Moncada S, Brown GC (2001) Reversible inhibition of cellular respiration by
nitric oxide in vascular inflammation. Am. J. Physiol. 281: H2256-H2260.
2. Brown GC, Borutaite V (2002) Nitric oxide inhibition of mitochondrial respiration and its role in cell death.
Free Rad. Biol. Med. 33: 1440-1450.
3. Brown GC (2003) NO says yes to mitochondria. Science 299: 838-839.
4. Brown GC, Bal-Price A (2003) Inflammatory neurodegeneration mediated by nitric oxide, glutamate and
mitochondria. Mol. Neurobiol. 27: 325-355.
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Inhibition of cytochrome c oxidase by NO: study of the
reaction
mechanism
in
Keilin-Hartree
particles,
mytochondria and SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells.

Marzia Aresea, D Mastronicolab, ML Genovac, MC Baronea, A Giuffréd, C Bianchic, M Brunoria, G
Lenazc, P Sartia
a
Dipartimento di Scienze Biochimiche “A. Rossi Fanelli”, Università di Roma “La Sapienza” I00185, Rome, Italy;
b
IFO, Cancer Institute Regina Elena (SSD – SAFU), I-00100 Rome, Italy; cDepartment of
Biochemistry, University of Bologna, I-40126, Bologna, Italy; dCNR Institute of Molecular
Biology and Pathology, University of Rome "La Sapienza", I-00185 Rome, Italy. - marzia.arese@uniroma1.it
The inhibition of cytochrome c oxidase (CcOX) by nitric oxide (NO), previously studied with the purified
enzyme [1] has been investigated in Keilin Hartree particles, coupled mitochondria and human neuroblastoma
cells [2]. Using polarographic techniques we have observed that in the presence of NO, respiration is promptly
inhibited. Following the recovery of respiration, raised by removal of free NO with excess HbO2 , two different
inhibition pathways have been identified. The two pathways are due to the formation of two different adducts in
the reaction of CcOX with NO, namely the nitrite- or the nitrosyl- derivative [3]. Interestingly from the
pathophisiological view point, in the presence of the nitrosil adduct a more severe and long lasting inhibition of
respiration is observed. In addition this species is light sensitive, thus easily detectable. We observed that
recovery of respiration is influenced by the concentration of reductants at the level of complex IV. The nitrite
adduct is accumulated at low reductant concentration while the nitrosilated predominates at the higher
concentrations. These different conditions have been tested using KH particles, state 3 and 4 mitochondria and
cultured cells by increasing TMPD concentration. The results obtained suggest that the same mechanism of
inhibition of respiration by NO described for the purified enzyme operates under more complex integration
levels (KH, mitochondria and cells). We propose that the two inhibition pathways are differently populated
depending on the rate of electron transfer to CcOX, governed by the concentration of reduced cytochrome c.
1. Cleeter MWJ, Cooper JM, Darley-Usmar VM, Moncada S, Schapira AH (1994) Reversible inhibition of
cytochrome c oxidase, the terminal enzyme of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, by nitric oxide.
Implications for neurodegenerative diseases. FEBS Lett. 345: 50-54.
2. Mastronicola D, Genova ML, Arese M, Barone MC, Giuffré A, Bianchi C, Brunori M, Lenaz G, Sarti P (2003)
Control of respiration by nitric oxide in Keilin Hartree particles, mitochondria and SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma
cells. CMLS in press.
3. Sarti P, Giuffré A, Barone MC, Forte E, Mastronicola D, Brunori M (2003) Nitric oxide and cytochrome
oxidase: reaction mechanisms from the enzyme to the cell. Free Radic. Biol. Med. 34: 509-520.

2-07.

Mitochondria in S-nitrosothiol-induced cell death.

Vilma Borutaite, Aiste Jekabsone, Guy Brown
Department of Biochemistry, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK; Institute for Biomedical
Research, Kaunas University of Medicine, Kaunas, Lithuania. - vb207@mole.bio.cam.ac.uk
Nitric oxide (NO) is cytotoxic, and has been implicated in a wide range of inflammatory,
ischaemic and neurodegenerative diseases, as well as in host defence against pathogens.
Mitochondria may be involved in NO-induced cell death, as NO has three relevant actions on
mitochondria: NO inhibits mitochondrial respiration; NO stimulates the production of oxidants by mitochondria,
including superoxide, hydrogen peroxide and peroxynitrite; and all these oxidants (as well as S-nitrosothiols but
not NO itself) can stimulate mitochondrial permeability transition (MPT). NO inhibits mitochondrial respiration
in two different ways: (1) acutely and reversibly due to NO inhibition of cytochrome oxidase in competition with
oxygen and (2) more slowly due to peroxynitrite or S-nitrosothiols inactivating mitochondrial respiratory
complexes, mainly complex I [1, 2]. In many pathological situations there is also a large increase in cellular
calcium which may have damaging effects on mitochondria such as activation of MPT or inhibition of the
respiratory chain. We investigated whether NO itself or synergistically with elevated concentrations of calcium
can cause irreversible damage to mitochondria and whether NO or S-nitrosothiols can induce mitochondriamediated apoptosis in perfused heart.
We found that NO and calcium synergistically stimulated production of peroxynitrite by mitochondria and
inhibited mitochondrial respiration with pyruvate (but not succinate) as substrate. NO plus calcium-induced
supression of mitochondrial respiration was partially caused by inhibition of complex I (due to S-nitrosation or
Fe-nitrosylation) and partially by the loss of cytochrome c from mitochondria [2].
We also found [3] that perfusion of rat hearts with a physiological S-nitrosothiol GSNO at 0.4-1.0 mM
concentrations for just 10 min caused the release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, inhibition of
mitochondrial respiratory chain and caspase activation. Inhibited respiratory chain activity was restored when
exogenous cytochrome c was added to mitochondria, indicating that respiratory inhibition was caused by lack of
cytochrome c in mitochondria. Release of cytochrome c, respiratory inhibition and caspase activation were
prevented when hearts were pre-perfused with cyclosporin A, suggesting that MTP was involved. In contrast,
perfusion of the hearts with ‘pure’ NO donor DETA/NO, releasing similar levels of NO to the GSNO, had no
measurable effect on the heart. These data suggest that S-nitrosothiols (but not NO) are potent inducers of
apoptosis in the heart and that S-nitrosothiol-induced apoptosis is mediated by MTP.
1. Brown GC, Borutaite V (2002) Nitric oxide inhibition of mitochondrial respiration and its role in cell death.
Free Radic. Biol. Med. 33: 1440-1450.
2. Jekabsone A, Ivanoviene L, Brown GC, Borutaite V (2003) Nitric oxide and calcium together inactivate
mitochondrial complex I and induce cytochrome c release. J. Mol. Cell. Cardiol. 35: 803-809.
3. Jekabsone A, Dapkunas Z, Brown GC, Borutaite V (2003) S-nitrosothiol-induced rapid cytochrome c release,
caspase activation and mitochondrial permeability transition in perfused heart. Biochem. Pharmacol. in
press.
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2-08.

Role of mitochondrial nitric-oxide synthase.

2-09.

The existence and significance of a mitochondrial nitrite
reductase.

Cecilia Giulivi
University of Minnesota, Dept Chemistry, Duluth, MN 55812, USA. - cgiulivi@d.umn.edu
The production of nitric oxide (NO.) by mitochondria is catalyzed by a constitutive,
mitochondrial nitric-oxide synthase (mtNOS). This enzyme has the same cofactor and
substrate requirements as other constitutive nitric-oxide synthases. Its occurrence was
demonstrated in various mitochondrial preparations (intact, purified mitochondria,
permeabilized mitochondria, mitoplasts, submitochondrial particles) from different organs
(liver, heart) and species (rat, pig, dog) by various techniques (immunoblotting of submitochondrial fractions,
immunohistochemistry). Given that this production may establish the basis for a novel regulatory pathway of
energy metabolism, oxygen consumption, and oxygen free radicals production, mtNOS had to be biochemically
characterized to provide basis for its regulation. mtNOS was identified as bNOS-alpha by various methods
(mass spectrometry of proteolytic fragments, amino acid analysis, MW, pI and analysis of PCR fragments),
excluding it as a novel isoform or other splice variants. Distribution of mtNOS transcript indicated ist occurrence
in liver, brain, heart, muscle, kidney, lung, testis, and spleen. In contrast to bNOS, mtNOS has two
posttranslational modifications: acylation with myristic acid and phosphorylation at the C-terminus. The former
modification is a reversible and posttranslational process, which may serve for subcellular targeting or
membrane anchoring. The latter modification could be linked to enzymatic regulation. Endogenous NO.
reversibly inhibits oxygen consumption and ATP synthesis by competitive inhibition of cytochrome oxidase. The
increased Km of cytochrome oxidase for oxygen and the steady-state reduction of the electron chain carriers
provided experimental evidence for the direct interaction of this oxidase with endogenous NO.. The relative
increase of H2O2 production by NO.-producing mitochondria suggests that this protein utilizes NO. as an
alternative substrate, thus preventing the full reduction of the respiratory chain and the subsequent burst of
oxygen radicals. Finally, modulators of cytochrome oxidase (the irreversible step in oxidative phosphorylation)
had been proposed during the last 40 years. Nitric oxide is the first molecule that fulfills this role (it is a
competitive inhibitor, produced at a fair rate near the target site) extending the oxygen gradient to tissues.
1. Giulivi C, Poderoso JJ, Boveris A (1998) Nitric oxide production by mitochondria. J. Biol. Chem. 273: 1103811043.
2. Tatoyan A, Giulivi C (1998) Purification and characterisation of a mitochondrial nitric oxide synthase. J. Biol.
Chem. 273: 11044-11048.
3. Giulivi C (2003) Characterisation and function of mitochondrial nitric-oxide synthase. Free Radical Biol. Med.
34: 397-408.
4. Elfering Sl, Sarkela TM, Giulivi C (2002) Biochemistry of mitochondrial nitric oxide synthase. J. Biol. Chem.
277: 38079-38086.
5. Giulivi C (1998) Functional implications of nitric oxide produced by mitochondria in mitochondrial
metabolism. Biochem. J. 332: 673-679.

Hans Nohl, Staniek K, Kozlov AV
Dept. of Basic Research in Pharmacology and Toxicology, Veterinary University Vienna, A-1210
Vienna, Veterinärplatz 1, Austria. - hans.nohl@vu-wien.ac.at
Nitric monoxide (NO) exerts a great variety of physiological functions. L-Arginine supplies
amino groups which are transformed to NO in various NO-synthase-active isoenzyme
complexes. NO-synthesis is stimulated under various conditions causing accumulation of stable
NO-metabolites in the tissue. The major oxidation product found is nitrite. Elevated nitrite levels were reported
to exist in a variety of diseases including HIV, reperfusion injury and hypovolemic shock. Denitrifying bacteria
such as Paracoccus denitrificans have a membrane bound set of cytochromes (cyt cd1, cyt bc) which were
shown to be involved in nitrite reduction activities. Mammalian mitochondria have similar cytochromes which
form part of the respiratory chain. Like in bacteria quinols are used as reductants of these types of
cytochromes. The observation of one-e- divergence from this redox-couple to external dioxygen made us to
study whether this site of the respiratory chain may also recycle nitrite back to ist bioactive form NO. Thus, the
aim of the present study was to confirm the existence of a reductive pathway which reestablishes the existence
of the bioregulator NO from its main metabolite NO2-. Our results show that respiring mitochondria readily
reduce added nitrite to NO which was made visible by nitrosylation of deoxyhemoglobin. The adduct gives
characteristic triplet-ESR-signals. Using inhibitors of the respiratory chain for chemical sequestration of
respiratory segments we were able to identify the site where nitrite is reduced. The results confirm the
ubiquinone/cyt bc1 couple as the reductant site where nitrite is recycled. The high affinity of NO to the hemeiron of cytochrome oxidase causes an impairment of mitochondrial energy-linked respiration. „Nitrate tolerance“
of angina pectoris patients using NO-donors may be explained by the existence of mitochondrial nitritereductase.

2-10.

Monitoring the effects of NO on cytochrome redox states
in mitochondria of intact cells by multi-wavelength visible
light spectroscopy.

Veronica S. Hollis, M Quintero†, RJ Springett,†† M Palacios-Callender, DT Delpy,‡ S Moncada
Wolfson Institute for Biomedical Research, University College London, London WC1E 6AE, UK;
†
Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Cardiovasculares, C/Sinesio Delgado, 6-Pab.5 28029
Madrid, Spain; ††Dartmouth Medical School, Dartmouth College, Hanover, HB7786 Vail, NH
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03755, USA; ‡Medical Physics and Bioengineering, University College London, London WC1E 6JA, UK. veronica.hollis@ucl.ac.uk
We have developed an optical system based on visible light spectroscopy for the continuous study of
changes in the redox states of mitochondrial cytochromes in intact mammalian cells. Cells are suspended in a
closed incubation chamber in which oxygen (O2) and nitric oxide (NO) concentrations are monitored
simultaneously with light intensity spectra in the visible region (490-650 nm). The system monitors redox
changes during cellular respiration by using a multi-wavelength least-squares algorithm to fit the absorption
spectra of cytochromes bH, c and aa3 to changes in the measured attenuation spectrum. Since we have
determined the optical pathlength through the cells these changes can be expressed as absolute concentration
changes. We demonstrate the validity of the system by monitoring the action of known respiratory chain
inhibitors on cytochrome redox states in cultured cell lines. NO is known to modulate respiration through the
reversible inhibition of complex IV, shown previously in mitochondria using visible light spectroscopy [1]. We
have closely examined the O2 concentrations at which reduction of the cytochromes occur when exogenous NO
is added and following the inhibition of NO synthase. We note that there is an early reduction of cytochromes c
and aa3, whilst O2 consumption and the redox state of cytochrome bH in complex III are maintained. This
effect, also observed by others studying O2 consumption and cytochrome c redox state alone [2], appears to be
enhanced in the presence of NO and diminished when NO synthase is inhibited. Since complex III is known to
be one of the main sites of reactive oxygen species (ROS) production [3], we have further investigated this
effect by studying the time course of ROS generation.
1. Cleeter MW, Cooper JM, Darley-Usmar VM, Moncada S, Schapira AH (1994) Reversible inhibition of
cytochrome c oxidase, the terminal enzyme of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, by nitric oxide.
Implications for neurodegenerative diseases. FEBS Lett. 345: 50-54.
2. Wilson DF, Erecinska M, Drown C, Silver IA (1979) The oxygen dependence of cellular energy metabolism.
Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 195: 485-493.
3. Lenaz G (2001) The mitochondrial production of reactive oxygen species: mechanisms and implications in
human pathology. IUBMB Life 52: 159-164.
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Mitochondrial gene expression during oxygen deprivation:
Control of transcription and message stability.

Steven C Hand
Department of Biological Sciences, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803 USA. shand@LSU.edu
When exposed to anoxia, embryos of the brine shrimp Artemia franciscana undergo a
profound metabolic downregulation characterized by steep drops in intracellular pH (pHi) and
ATP levels [1]. The metabolic depression is sufficient to permit survival for several years
without oxygen at room temperature [2].
Transcriptional arrest in both nuclear and mitochondrial
compartments is rapid (minutes to hours). Use of isolated mitochondria to study transcriptional responses to
anoxia offers advantages: the localized nature of transcript initiation, processing, and degradation, all of which
may be followed in organello. In response to anoxic incubation of embryos for 4 h followed by anoxic
mitochondrial isolation and anoxic assay at pH 6.4, transcription rate is depressed by 89% relative to controls
(normoxia, pH 7.8) [3]. Under normoxia, the incubation at low pH (6.4) reduced transcription by 74%.
Ribonuclease protection assays showed that new initiation was markedly reduced at low pH. DNA footprinting
of putative transcriptional promoters revealed proteins at regular intervals upstream of the 12S rRNA in the
control region, which previously had been indirectly inferred to contain promoters for H-strand transcription.
However, our hypothesis that initiation is reduced at low pH because of a change in DNA binding by
mitochondrial transcription factors was not confirmed. We propose that regulation of initiation may be
mediated by covalent modification or by protein-protein interactions not detected by footprinting.
Considering the near absence of biosynthesis of mitochondrial mRNA under anoxia, one might predict that
mRNA stability would be extended. Using dot blots of total mitochondrial RNA, we show during in organello
incubations that both O2 deprivation and acidic pH (pH 6.4) elicit increases in half-lives of selected
mitochondrial transcripts on the order of 5-10 fold or more, relative to normoxic controls at pH 7.8.
Polyadenylation of these transcripts was measured under the same incubation conditions using a RT-PCR based
assay. The results demonstrate that low pH and anoxia promote significant deadenylation of the stabilized
transcripts in several cases, measured either as change over time in the amount of polyadenylation within a
given size class of poly(A) tail, or as the total amount of polyadenylation at the endpoint of the incubation. This
study is the first direct demonstration that for a metazoan mitochondrion, polyadenylation is associated with
destabilized mRNA. This pattern has also been demonstrated in bacteria, chloroplasts and plant mitochondria
and may indicate a conserved mechanism for regulating message half-life that differs from the paradigm for
eukaryotic cytoplasm, where increased mRNA stability is associated with polyadenylation. (Supported by grants
from the NSF and DARPA)
1. Warner AH, Clegg JS (2001) Diguanosine nucleotide metabolism and the survival of Artemia embryos during
years of continuous anoxia. Eur. J. Biochem. 268: 1568-1676.
2. Hand SC, Podrabsky JE, Eads BD, van Breukelen F (2001) Interrupted development in aquatic organisms:
Ecological context and physiological mechanisms. In: Atkinson D, Thorndyke M, eds. Environment and
Animal Development. Genes, Life Histories and Plasticity, BIOS Scientific Publishers Ltd., Oxford, U.K. pp.
219-234.
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3. Eads BC, Hand SC (2003) Transcriptional initiation under conditions of anoxia-induced quiescence in
mitochondria from Artemia franciscana embryos. J. Exp. Biol. 206: 577-589.

3-02.

Complexes of the respiratory chain: functional capacity in
eukaryotic cell cultures. Mechanism and regulation of
proton pumping.

Sergio Papa*§
Department of Medical Biochemistry and Biology, Policlinico, University of Bari; § Institute of
Biomembrane
and
Bioenergetics,
National
Research
Council,
Bari.
papabchm@cimedoc.uniba.it
An overview on the relative functional capacities of respiratory complexes I, III and IV and
their regulatory features in isolated mammalian mitochondria and in murine and human cell
cultures is presented.
Three aspects will , in particular, be dealt with:
1. Functional capacities of the respiratory complexes in different tissues in the course of differentiation and
aging.
2. The mechanism and physiological role of slips in the proton pump of respiratory complexes in relation to the
energy balance and thermogenesis.
3. Regulation by the cAMP cascade of cellular respiration.
4. Genetic disorders in the assembly and activity of complex I in human disease.
*

3-03.

Mitochondrial threshold effects.

3-04.

Hypoxia changes the isoform transcription pattern of
cytochrome c oxidase subunit IV in rat astrocytes.

Rodrigue Rossignol, Benjamin Faustin, Christophe Rocher, Giovanni Benard, Anna Maria
Aleardi, Monique Malgat, Jean-Pierre Mazat, Thierry Letellier
INSERM-EMI 9929 – Physiologie mitochondriale, Université Victor Segalen-Bordeaux 2, 146 rue
Léo-Saignat, F-33076 Bordeaux-cedex, France. - rodrigue.rossignol@phys-mito.u-bordeaux2.fr
The study of mitochondrial diseases has revealed a dramatic variability in the phenotypic
presentation of mitochondrial genetic defects. To understand this variability, different authors
have studied energy metabolism in transmitochondrial cells lines carrying different proportions
of various pathogenic mutations in mitochondrial DNA. The same kind of experiments were
performed on isolated mitochondria or on tissue biopsies taken from patients with a mitochondrial disease. The
results have shown that in most cases, the phenotypic manifestation of the genetic defect occurs only when a
threshold level is passed, and this phenomenon has been named the “Phenotypic Threshold Effect”.
Subsequently, several authors showed that it was possible to inhibit considerably the activity of a respiratory
chain complex, up to a critical value, without affecting the rate of mitochondrial respiration or ATP synthesis.
This phenomenon was called the “Biochemical Threshold Effect”. More recently, the quantitative analysis of the
effect of different mitochondrial DNA mutations on the rate of mitochondrial protein synthesis has revealed the
existence of a “Translationnal Threshold Effect”. In this review the different mitochondrial “Threshold Effects”
are discussed along with their molecular bases, and the role they play in the presentation of mitochondrial
diseases.
1. Gnaiger E et al. (1998) Mitochondrial oxygen affinity, respiratory flux control and excess capacity of
cytochrome c oxidase. J. Exp. Biol. 201 : 1129-1139.
2. Letellier T et al. (1994) The kinetic basis of the threshold effects observed in mitochondrial diseases : a
systemic approach. Biochem. J. 302 : 171-174.
3. Rossignol R et al. (1999) Threshold effect and tissue specificity. J. Biol. Chem. 274: 33426-33432.

Susann Härtig, Susanne Arnold
Cellular Neurosciences, Max-Delbrueck-Centrum, 13092 Berlin, Germany. – arnold@mdcberlin.de
Astrocytes, the most abundant cell type in the brain, play a central role in the regulation of
cerebral energy metabolism. They tightly couple their energy production to neuronal activity by
being located at a key position between capillaries, transporting oxygen and glucose, and
neurons, consuming the energy metabolites provided by them. The resulting differential energetic requirements
in astrocytes compared with neurons point to different regulatory mechanisms of oxidative energy metabolism
in those two brain cell types.
Cytochrome c oxidase (COX), engaged in oxidative energy metabolism, catalyses the transfer of electrons
from ferrocytochrome c to oxygen. Besides the catalytic core, the mammalian enzyme is composed of ten
regulatory, nuclear encoded subunits. One of them, COX subunit IV, plays an important role in adjusting energy
production to energetic demands through an allosteric inhibition of COX activity at high energy level, i.e. high
ATP/ADP ratio [1]. Isoforms of this subunit (IV-1 and IV-2) occur in yeast, tuna fish, and mammals. COX
subunit IV-1 is ubiquitously transcribed in all mammalian tissues including brain, while isoform IV-2 shows high
transcription levels in adult and fetal lung, as well as fetal muscle [2], thus showing tissue specific and
developmentally controlled expression.
Recently, we have found that COX IV-1 isoform is not uniformly expressed in rat brain tissue, but in a rather
cell type specific manner: while astrocytes transcribe almost exclusively COX IV-1, a neuronal cell type, namely
cerebellar granule cells, shows also strong transcription of COX IV-2.
Investigating the influence of substrate availability, i.e. oxygen, upon mitochondrial energy metabolism in
rat astrocytes, we observed a distinct transcription pattern for COX IV-1 and IV-2 under normoxic compared
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with hypoxic conditions. So far, yeast has been the only organism known to express two isoforms (Va and Vb),
homologous to the mammalian subunit IV, in dependence on oxygen concentration [3]. We can show, that
astrocytes switch the transcription pattern from COX IV-1 isoform under normoxic conditions to COX IV-2 under
hypoxia.
Supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (Emmy Noether-Program to SA)
1. Arnold S, Kadenbach B (1999) The intramitochondrial ATP/ADP-ratio controls cytochrome c oxidase activity
allosterically. FEBS Lett. 443: 105-108.
2. Hüttemann M, Kadenbach B, Grossman LI (2001) Mammalian subunit IV isoforms of cytochrome c oxidase.
Gene 267: 111-123.
3. Allen LA, Zhao XJ, Caughey W, Poyton RO (1995) Isoforms of yeast cytochrome c oxidase subunit V affect
the binuclear reaction center and alter the kinetics of interaction with the isoforms of yeast cytochrome c. J.
Biol. Chem. 270: 110-118.

3-05.

Decreased oxygen affinity of cytochrome c oxidase in
patients with SURF1 mutations.

Petr Pecina1, Erich Gnaiger2, Josef Houštěk1
1
Institute of Physiology and Centre for Integrated Genomics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech
Republic, Vídeňská 1083, 142 20 Prague, Czech Republic; 2Department of Transplant Surgery,
D. Swarovski Research Laboratory, University Hospital Innsbruck, Innrain 66, A-6020
Innsbruck, Austria. - frehelian@yahoo.com
The respiratory cascade of human organism is characterized by a major drop of the oxygen
tension (pO2) from 20 kPa of the inspired air to a level of less than 1 kPa in some tissues. Even
in these conditions of „tissue hypoxia“ the sufficient rate of respiration is ensured thanks to the
remarkable oxygen affinity of cytochrome c oxidase (COX) (1,2). Here we present the first
analysis of COX oxygen affinity in human pathology – namely in fibroblasts of patients suffering from Leigh
syndrome caused by mutations in the SURF1 gene. These mutations prevent synthesis of the Surf1 protein
necessary for the assembly of COX and result in severe COX deficiency (3) associated with changes in COX
structure and both in electron- and proton-transport properties (4).
The oxygen affinity in cultured fibroblasts harbouring SURF1 mutations was evaluated using high-resolution
respirometry and expressed as p50 (pO2 at half-maximal respiration rate). The measurements were performed
in two experimental settings – respiration of intact coupled cells with endogenous substrates and unrestricted
oxidation of exogenous succinate in digitonin-permeabilised cells after FCCP uncoupling. In intact cells, the p50
in patient fibroblasts was 2-fold elevated (0.041 to 0.083 kPa). Under the latter conditions of maximal
respiratory rate, the increase was even 3-fold (0.037 to 0.12 kPa). Such decreased oxygen affinity may lead to
limitations of respiratory rate in patient cells in tissue hypoxia resulting in impaired energy provision. We
hypothesize that low oxygen affinity of COX might be an important etiopathogenic mechanism triggered by
SURF1 mutations.
1. Gnaiger E, Steinlechner-Maran R, Mendez G, Eberl T, Margreiter R (1995) Control of mitochondrial and
cellular respiration by oxygen. J. Bioenerg. Biomembr. 27: 583-596.
2. Gnaiger E, Méndez G, Hand SC (2000) High phosphorylation efficiency and depression of uncoupled
respiration in mitochondria under hypoxia. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 97: 11080-11085.
3. Zhu Z, Yao J, Johns T, Fu K, De Bie I, Macmillan C, Cuthbert AP, Newbold RF, Wang J, Chevrette M, Brown
GK, Brown RM, Shoubridge EA (1998) SURF1, encoding a factor involved in the biogenesis of cytochrome c
oxidase, is mutated in Leigh syndrome. Nat. Genet. 20: 337-343.
4. Pecina P, Capková M, Chowdhury SKR, Drahota Z, Dubot A, Vojtiskova A, Hansikova H, Houstkova H, Zeman
J, Godinot CJ, Houstek J (2003) Functional alteration of cytochrome c oxidase by SURF1 mutations in Leigh
syndrome. Biochim. Biophys. Acta, in press.

General MiP topics
Session 4:
4-01.

Reactive oxygen species and uncoupling proteins.
Is cell respiration a permanent source of reactive oxygen
species?

Karin Staniek, Nohl H
Basic Research in Pharmacology and Toxicology, Veterinary University Vienna, A-1210 Vienna,
Veterinärplatz 1, Austria. - katrin.staniek@vu-wien.ac.at
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are recognized to be involved in an ever increasing number
of diseases. Mitochondria are assumed to be the major intracellular source of ROS. It is
generally accepted in the literature that 1-4% of oxygen consumed by mitochondria is regularly
released as superoxide radical (O2•−) into the cell [1]. The high cellular quantity of these
organelles, the existence of various one-electron carriers and the high turnover rate of oxygen favor
mitochondrial respiration as a cellular source of oxygen activation. However, conflicting results on the role of
these organelles as a physiological / pathophysiological ROS generator exist in the literature depending on
mitochondrial source, preparation procedure, detection systems and experimental conditions. We, therefore,
critically re-evaluated frequently applied detection methods for O2•− with an enzymatic model system and intact
isolated rat heart mitochondria. These O2•− detection systems may lead to unreliable results due to unspecific
autoxidative processes, direct interaction with the mitochondrial respiratory chain and the presence of
superoxide dismutase in the mitochondrial matrix. Looking for a more reliable method for mitochondrial ROS
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formation we decided to measure the more stable and membrane-permeable dismutation product of O2•−, H2O2.
A non-invasive procedure was applied for mitochondrial H2O2 detection in order to avoid any interaction of
mitochondria with the detection system and vice versa [2]. Mitochondrial ROS formation unequivocally could be
demonstrated only in the presence of antimycin A. In the absence of this mitochondrial complex III inhibitor we
were unable to observe mitochondrial H2O2 release irrespective of the methods applied, the state of respiration
established (state IV, state III, uncoupled respiration), and substrates used for respiration (complex I, complex
II substrates) [3]. However, our studies do not exclude that mitochondrial ROS formation can occur under
certain pathophysiological conditions.
1. Turrens JF (1997) Superoxide production by the mitochondrial respiratory chain. Biosci. Rep. 17: 3-8.
2. Staniek K, Nohl H (1999) H2O2 detection from intact mitochondria as a measure for one-electron reduction of
dioxygen requires a non-invasive assay system. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1413: 70-80.
3. Staniek K, Nohl H (2000) Are mitochondria a permanent source of reactive oxygen species? Biochim.
Biophys. Acta 1460: 268-275.

4-02.

Characterization
of
superoxide
mitochondrial complex I.

production

by

Adrian J. Lambert, Martin D. Brand
MRC Dunn Human Nutrition Unit, Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 2XY, UK. - ajl@mrcdunn.cam.ac.uk
It is believed that production of superoxide and other reactive oxygen species by
mitochondria contributes to a variety of pathological disorders and aging. In contrast to
complex III, little is known about the mechanism of superoxide production by complex I. In
order to gain understanding of this process, rat skeletal muscle mitochondria were incubated
under a variety of conditions and the rate of superoxide production was assessed by measuring
the hydrogen peroxide production rate. We found that the largest rate of superoxide production was in
mitochondria respiring on succinate in the absence of rotenone, this confirms earlier work for other tissues that
superoxide production from complex I is relatively large under conditions of reverse electron transport [1-3].
Our findings support the conclusion from studies using brain and heart muscle mitochondria that the production
of superoxide is exquisitely sensitive to protonmotive force (∆p) [1, 3]. Furthermore, we have discriminated
between the electrical (∆ψ) and chemical (∆pH) components of ∆p and found that superoxide production is
almost entirely dependent on the ∆pH component. This result strongly suggests that the mechanism of
superoxide production by reverse electron transport is closely linked to the mechanism of proton pumping by
complex I. We found that the superoxide production rate from complex I with pyruvate and malate as
respiratory substrates was less than 5% of the rate from complex I with succinate as substrate. This was not
due to significant differences in ∆ or ∆pH between forward and reverse electron transport. Whilst the reason
for the marked asymmetry of superoxide production by complex I remains unclear, it is not simply explainable
in terms of ∆ψ and ∆pH.
1. Votyakova TV, Reynolds IJ (2001) DeltaPsi(m)-dependent and -independent production of reactive oxygen
species by rat brain mitochondria. J. Neurochem. 79: 266-77.
2. Liu Y, Fiskum G, Schubert D (2002) Generation of reactive oxygen species by the mitochondrial electron
transport chain. J. Neurochem. 80: 780-787.
3. Hansford RG, Hogue BA, Mildaziene V (1997) Dependence of H2O2 formation by rat heart mitochondria on
substrate availability and donor age. J. Bioenerg. Biomembr. 29: 89-95.

4-03.

Mitochondrial glycerophosphate dehydrogenase - a new
site of ROS generation.

Zdenek Drahota, Tomáš Mráček, Pavel Ješina, Alena Vojtíšková, Josef Houštěk
Center of Molecular Genomics, Institute of Physiology of the Czech Academy of Science of the
Czech Republic, Prague-4, Czech Republic. - drahota@biomed.cas.cz
Mitochondrial glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (mGPDH) is an enzyme with extremely high
variations of its expression in mammalian tissues. Activity of mGPDH differs up to 100-times,
when liver and brown fat mitochondria are compared [1]. In KCN- or antimycin A-inhibited
brown adipose tissue mitochondria we have found pronounced glycerophosphate (GP)-dependent peroxide
generation that is directly linked to the mGPDH function. We also observed that the rate of the GP-dependent
hydrogen peroxide generation could be five-fold increased by one electron acceptor ferricyanide. This activating
effect is linked only to GP-dependent and not to succinate- or NADH-dependent peroxide generation. This
indicates that mGPDH is less protected against electron leak evidently due to the absence of Coenzyme Qbinding protein in mGPDH enzyme complex [2].
As shown by combined spectrophotometric and oxygen uptake measurements, the rate of ferricyanideactivated hydrogen peroxide generation decreased in parallel to reduction of added ferricyanide. At increasing
ferricyanide concentrations both, the rate of hydrogen peroxide generation and FeCN/O ratio decreased.
GP-dependent ROS production can be detected also in liver mitochondria, in which mGPDH biogenesis was
hormonally stimulated, or as in human placental mitochondria, where the mGPDH activity is relatively high.
Destruction of the mitochondrial membranes by freezing thawing, connected with the release of endogenous
cytochrome c, increased the rate of hydrogen peroxide production. Addition of cytochrome c to disrupted, and
also to the intact mitochondria decreased GP-dependent ROS production. Similar inhibitory effect had also
Coenzyme Q. We may thus speculate that mGPDH could be a potential risk for the cell metabolism and
therefore its expression is highly reduced in most animal tissues. However, hormonal activation of mGPDH
biogenesis could be also considered as a useful regulatory device, because some recent data suggest that
cellular ROS production can selectively and reversibly inhibit the activity of various mitochondrial enzymes [3].
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1. Houštěk J, Kopecký J, Drahota Z (1978) Specific properties of brown adipose tissue mitochondrial
membrane. Comp. Biochem. Physiol. 60B: 209-214.
2. Drahota Z, Chowdhury SKR, Floryk D, Mráček T, Wilhelm J, Rauchová H, Lenaz G, Houštěk J (2002)
Glycerophosphate dependent hydrogen peroxide production by brown adipose tissue mitochondria. J.
Bioenerg. Biomembr. 33: 105-113.
3. Powell CS, Jackson RM (2003) Mitochondrial Complex I, aconitase, and succinate dehydrogenase during
hypoxia-reoxidation: modulation of enzyme activities by MnSOD. Am. J. Physiol. Lung Cell. Mol. Physiol.
258: L189-L198.

4-04.

Characterization of oxygen consuming reactions in
hematopoietic stem cells: evidence of the occurrence of
NAD(P)H oxidase activity.

Claudia Piccolia, Ria Robertob, Scrima Rossellaa, Cela Olgaa, Boffoli Domenicoa, Tabilio Antoniob,
Capitanio Nazzarenoa
Departments of aBiomedical Science, University of Foggia, Foggia and of bClinical and
Experimental Medicine, University of Perugia, Perugia, Italy. - c.piccoli@unifg.it
Despite of the growing interest in the field of stem cell research, promising important
advance in the basic understanding of cell differentiation as well as in the cell-based therapeutic clinical
application [1], a biochemical metabolic characterisation of this unique cell type is lacking. This study was
aimed to partly fill such gap focusing attention on the terminal oxidative metabolism. The cell type chosen was
human haematopoietic stem cell (HSC) mobilised from bone marrow by cytokine (G-CSF) treatment and
collected from peripheral blood [2]. The protocol of cell isolation based on positive immuno-selection by a
monoclonal antibody raised to CD34 antigen (a specific surface marker of HSCs) resulted in never less than 99
% of phenotipically homogeneous cell population. The main results obtained by an extensive analysis carried
out on such HSC samples can be summarised as follow:
− Polarographic measurements of endogenous respiration of whole cells revealed a CN-sensitive oxygen
consumption rate of about 0.05 nmoles O2/min/106cells, which was indicative of a very low mitochondrial
oxidative metabolism when compared with that of other cell types.
− Confocal microscopy imaging of HSCs, confirmed the presence of a few but functional ∆p-generating
mitochondria (detected by uncoupler-sensitive mito-tracker); an extensive and quantitative analysis of the
cell population revealed an inverse correlation between the mitochondrial content and the intensity of the
signal attributable to the CD34 stem cell marker. In addition, analysis of the mitochondrial intracellular
network of other cell types allowed to relate and compare the respiratory activity to the mitochondrial area.
− The small amount of mitochondrial respiratory complexes in HSCs was verified by differential
spectrophotometric analysis on whole cell lysate and by blue-native 2D SDS-PAGE analysis of the oxidative
phosphorylation complexes in isolated mitoplasts.
− A re-examination of the CN-insensitive endogenous respiration, amounting to about 50 % of the overall
endogenous respiration, revealed that this was completely abolished by DPI (a specific inhibitor of
flavoenzymes) and sensitive to externally added catalase and/or superoxide dismutase, suggesting the
involvement of a NAD(P)H-oxidase-like activity converting O2 to O2.-. This was verified by the occurrence of
ter-butyl isotiocyanide shiftable absorbance peaks at 425 and 558 nm, indicative of the presence of
cytochrome b558, the NAD(P)H oxidase prosthetic group.
− Reverse-PCR amplification of total RNA cell extracts followed by sequencing showed the expression in HSCs
of membrane bound and cytosolic subunits of the NAD(P)H oxidase (gp91phox-NOX2, p22phox, p67phox,
p47phox). Furthermore cross-immunoprecipitation analysis revealed the occurrence of an assembled complex
and the phosphorylation state of the p47 cytosolic subunit.
Taken all together these results show that the mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation capacity of the
CD34+ hematopoietic stem cell is very low when compared with that of other cell types. This could be a
consequence of the low energy demand of the G0-phase in which the resting HSC rely. The very low tension of
O2 of the bone marrow stromal micro-environment (stem cell niche), could also be a factor conditioning the
expression of the oxidative phosphorylation system. It is noteworthy, however, the presence of mitochondria
able to locally generate and maintain a transmembrane potential as shown by the confocal microscopy analysis.
This was particularly evident in a sub-population of the CD34+ cells apparently expressing lower level of the
surface marker (whose progressive lost is indicative of commitment), suggesting a role of the mitochondrial
oxidative metabolism in the early stage of HSCs differentiation.
The novelty emerged from this study is the discovery of the presence of a NAD(P)H oxidase activity in HSCs
(never reported before). Although both the catalytic and regulatory subunits of the NAD(P)H oxidase system
are expressed and assembled, the activity, measured as DPI-sensitive oxygen consumption rate, is much lower
then that of macrophagic cells where the NAD(P)H oxidase serves as a powerful oxygen producing bactericide
system. Low active isoforms of the macrophagic NAD(P)H oxidase have, however, been reported in other non
macrophagic cells and it has been suggested their involvement in oxygen radical-mediated intracellular
signalling [3]. It is tempting to suggest that following activation by external stimuli, the HSC NAD(P)H oxidase
might be involved in a ROS-mediated intracellular signalling leading (or contributing) to cell differentiation. The
nature of the external stimuli, the type of oxygen reactive species, the targets of the activated intracellular
system are under investigation to validate our hypothesis.
1. Donovan PJ, Gearhart J (2001) The end of the beginning for pluripotent stem cells. Nature: 414.
2. Tabilio A, Falzetti F, Giannoni C, Aversa F, Martelli MP, Rossetti M, Caputo P, Chionne F, Gambelunghe C,
Martelli MF (1997) Stem cell mobilization in normal donors. J. Hemother. 6: 227-234.
3. Sauer H, Wartengerg M, Hescheler J (2001) Reactive oxygen species as intracellular messenger during cell
growth and differentiation. Cell Physiol. Biochem. 11: 173-186.
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Control of mitochondrial superoxide production by UCP3.

Darren A Talbot, KS Echtay, MD Brand
MRC Dunn Human Nutrition Unit, Hills Road, Cambridge, CB2 2XY, UK. - dt@mrc-dunn.cam.ac.uk
The recent discovery that superoxide activates mitochondrial uncoupling proteins has led to
new proposals for the as yet undefined physiological function of the UCP1 homologues [1]. Using
the activity of the citric acid cycle enzyme, aconitase, as a sensitive measure of matrix O2.- [2] we
have been able to demonstrate that inhibition of UCP3 in isolated skeletal muscle mitochondria
causes an increase in mitochondrial matrix ROS. The addition of 500 µM GDP to inhibit UCP3
decreases aconitase activity by 25% when succinate is used as a respiratory substrate in the
presence of rotenone. Furthermore, this inhibition also occurs with other purine but not pyrimidine
nucleoside di- and tri-phosphates, in common with known properties of UCPs [3]. The IC50 for
GDP-sensitive aconitase inhibition is 46 µM. However, this effect does not require the presence of fatty acids as
it occurs both in the presence and absence of bovine serum albumin. Conclusive evidence that the increase in
matrix ROS is mediated via UCP3 inhibition comes from the absence of any GDP-sensitive aconitase damage in
skeletal muscle isolated from UCP3 -/- mice. Overall, these findings support a role for UCP3 in antioxidant
protection of mitochondria.
1. Echtay KS, Roussel D, St-Pierre J, Jekabsons MB, Cadenas S, Stuart JA, Harper JA, Roebuck SJ, Morrison A,
Pickering S, Clapham JC, Brand MD (2002) Superoxide activates mitochondrial uncoupling proteins. Nature
415: 96-99.
2. Gardner PR (2002) Aconitase: sensitive target and measure of superoxide. Methods Enzymol. 349: 9-23.
3. Klingenberg M (1988) Nucleotide binding to uncoupling protein. Mechanism of control by protonation.
Biochemistry 27: 781-791.

4-06.

Understanding the mechanism by which the lipid
peroxidation
product
4-hydroxy-2-nonenal
induces
mitochondrial uncoupling through the adenine nucleotide
translocase and uncoupling proteins.

Julian L Pakay, Martin D Brand
MRC Dunn Human Nutrition Unit, Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 2XY, UK. - jlp@mrcdunn.cam.ac.uk
Oxidative stress, associated with mitochondrial dysfunction and aging, can cause peroxidation of membrane
phospholipids to generate reactive aldehyde species. 4-Hydroxy-2-nonenal (HNE) is a major product of lipid
peroxidation and is considered to be an important mediator of the toxic effects elicited by oxidative stress.
However, HNE at low, non-toxic concentrations can also modulate various cellular processes including signal
transduction, gene expression and cell proliferation [1].
Recently, it has been demonstrated that HNE (and structurally related compounds) uncouples mitochondrial
respiration and that the observed uncoupling by HNE is mediated through the uncoupling proteins (UCP1, UCP2
and UCP3) and the adenine nucleotide translocase (ANT) [2].
Superoxide also causes UCP-mediated
uncoupling, probably via lipid peroxidation and HNE production [3].
Mild uncoupling of mitochondrial
respiration reduces the production of reactive oxygen species, which in turn decreases the production of HNE,
suggesting a possible physiological role for HNE in a negative feed-back loop which protects against damage by
oxidative stress.
The mechanism(s) by which HNE interacts with these proteins to cause uncoupling is unknown. However it
is known that HNE is able to form adducts with various other cellular proteins and it is thought that these
addition reactions form the basis for the observed physiological effects of HNE [1]. A potential first step in
identifying the mechanism of HNE-induced uncoupling is to determine if HNE forms adducts with UCPs and/or
the ANT under the conditions where uncoupling is observed. We provide evidence that the ANT is selectively
modified by HNE and that the modification of the ANT is completely inhibited by carboxyatractylate.
1. Esterbauer H, Schaur RJ., Zollner H (1991) Chemistry and biochemistry of 4-hydroxynonenal, malonaldehyde
and related aldehydes Free Radic. Biol. Med. 11: 81-128.
2. Echtay KS, Esteves TC, Pakay JL, Jekabsons MB, Portero-Otín M, Pamplona R, Vidal-Puig AJ, Wang S,
Roebuck SJ, Brand MD (2003) A signalling role for 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal in regulation of mitochondrial
uncoupling. EMBO Journal, in press.
3. Murphy MP, Echtay KS, Blaikie FH, Asin-Cayuela J, Cochemé HM, Green K, Buckingham JA, Taylor ER, Hurrell
F, Hughes G, Miwa S, Cooper CE, Svistunenko DA, Smith RAJ, Brand MD (2003) Superoxide activates
uncoupling proteins by generating carbon-centered radicals and initiating lipid peroxidation: studies using a
mitochondria-targeted spin trap derived from -phenyl-n-tert-butylnitrone. J. Biol. Chem., submitted.

4-07.

Recombinant and natural usefulness of uncoupling
proteins.

Frédéric Bouillaud1, Jacqueline Hoerter2
1
CNRS UPR 9078 Faculté de médecine Necker 156 rue de Vaugirard 75730 Paris Cedex 15,
France
2
INSERM U446 Faculté de pharmacie 5 rue J.B. Clement 92296 Chatenay Malabry, France
Uncoupling proteins (UCP) are members of the large family of anion carriers of the
mitochondrial inner membrane. The archetype is the mammalian UCP1 expressed exclusively in
brown adipose tissue where it transports protons and induces uncoupling of mitochondrial
respiration hence promoting energy expenditure and thermogenesis. Two closely related UCPs
are known in mammals, UCP2 and UCP3. In other phyla birds, fishes, invertebrates, plants,
UCPs have been described too. There is an existing consensus that all UCPs operate on the same basis, initially
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demonstrated with UCP1: uncoupling is induced by “fatty acids” and is inhibited by nucleotides (GDP being the
more selective). If this consensus remains true, there remains however an important difference between UCP1
and the others (at least in mammals): UCP1 is expressed at very high level in brown adipose tissue
mitochonria, accounting for few percent of membrane proteins, whereas UCP2 and UCP3 considerably less
abundant (two orders of magnitude for UCP2), which would limit greatly their bioenergetical importance.
Genetic manipulation of UCPs genes in mice produced contrasting results: ablation of UCP1 results in cold
intolerance (as predicted), inactivation of UCP2 or UCP3 failed to produce a “bioenergetic” phenotype: no cold
intolerance, no obesity, no mitochondriopathy. Modified parameters in UCP2 knock out were an increased ROS
production in macrophages, and improved insulin secretion in response to glucose. Increasing the expression of
UCPs has been shown to be beneficial with respect to obesity, or oxidative stress related pathologies.
We have generated transgenic mice expressing the UCP1 in muscle and heart . The study of isolated
normoxic perfused hearts showed that an amount of UCP1 as large as that found in brown adipose tissue does
not change significantly the relationship between oxygen consumption and work output. This demonstrates that
presence of a UCP acting as UCP1 does has no influence on energy expenditure at least when mitochondria
produce ATP. This may be explained by inhibition of the protein by endogenous nucleotides and may be also by
the membrane potential dependence of the UCP1 activity. Ischemia-reperfusion period induces the activity of
UCP1 in heart of transgenic mice. This activity is accompanied by protection of the heart from the deleterious
consequences of the ischemia-reperfusion period. This very likely results from the effect of UCP1 on
mitochondrial membrane potential. Comparison of two transgenic lines with different expression levels of UCP1
in heart indicates that protection is dependent on a high level of expression of the UCP1.
1. Pecqueur C, Alves-Guerra MC, Gelly C, Levi-Meyrueis C, Couplan E, Collins S, Ricquier D, Bouillaud F, Miroux
B (2001) Uncoupling protein 2, in vivo distribution, induction upon oxidative stress, and evidence for
translational regulation. J. Biol. Chem: 276: 8705-8712.
2. Couplan E, Gonzalez-Barroso M del Mar, Alves-Guerra MC, Ricquier D, Goubern M, Bouillaud F (2002) No
evidence for a basal, retinoic, or superoxide-induced uncoupling activity of the uncoupling protein 2 present
in spleen or lung mitochondria. J. Biol. Chem. 277: 26268-26275.
3. Couplan E, Gelly C, Goubern M, Fleury C, Quesson B, Silberberg M, Thiaudiere E, Mateo P, Lonchampt M,
Levens N, De Montrion C, Ortmann S, Klaus S, Gonzalez-Barroso MD, Cassard-Doulcier AM, Ricquier D,
Bigard AX, Diolez P, Bouillaud F (2002) High level of uncoupling protein 1 expression in muscle of transgenic
mice selectively affects muscles at rest and decreases their IIb fiber content. J. Biol. Chem. 277: 4307943088.

4-08.

UCP2 function in the reconstituted system and isolated
mitochondria.

Petr Ježek, M Žáčková, E Škobisová, A Dlasková, M Růžička
Department of Membrane Transport Biophysics, No.75, Institute of Physiology, Academy of
Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague, Czech Republic. - jezek@biomed.cas.cz
Reconstituted human mitochondrial uncoupling protein1 UCP2 expressed in yeast served us
as a standard for further studies of UCP2 in mitochondria. We identified2 that namely some
polyunsatu-rated fatty acids (PUFAs), omega-6 all-cis-8,11,14-eicosatrienoic, all-cis-6,9,12-octadecatrienoic
acids, (the most potent in upregulation of UCP2 expression via PPARbeta) and omega-3 PUFA, cis-5,8,11,14,17eicosapentaenoic and docosahexaenoic acid are the best activators of UCP2 protonophoric activity, most
probably by FA cycling mechanism1. FAs are essentially required for UCP1 function3 and this is assumed for
UCP2 as well. UCP2-dependent H+ translocation activated by all tested FAs was inhibited by purine nucleotides
with decreasing affinity2: ADP > ATP ~ GTP > GDP >> AMP. Also 3H-GTP (3H-ATP) binding to isolated E.coli(Kd ~5 µM) or yeast-expressed UCP2 (Kd ~1.5 µM) has demonstrated that purine nucleotides must interact
with UCP2 also in vivo2. We have further used the number of 3H-GTP high affinity (Kd <0.4 µM) binding sites
as a measure for the amount of UCP2 (dimer) content in mitochondria of various tissues (in pmols/mg protein):
182 in lung mitochondria2; ~100 in brain (may include UCP4,5), 74 in kidney2; 28 in skeletal muscle2(may
include UCP3); and ~20 in liver mitochondria2; all compared to 800 in brown adipose tissue mitochondria,
representing mostly UCP1. Knowing that Vmax values for UCP2 and UCP1 are comparable2, we predict that
maximum uncoupling in un-stimulated liver mitochondria can reach ~1.5 mV in potential decrease, a value
hardly measurable. On the contrary, when rats were injected with lipopolysaccharide (LPS), 3H-GTP binding
sites increased up to 60 pmols per mg protein, which corresponded to ~3.5-times increase in UCP2 mRNA as
quantified by RT-PCR on a LightCycler. Liver mitochondria from LPS-stimulated rats exhibited H2O2 production
(estimated by scopoletin oxidation in the presence of horseradish peroxidase and FAs) which was highly
enhanced by GDP, whereas no GDP sensitivity was found in mitochondria from un-stimulated control rats. Thus
probably a small (predicted ~4.5 mV) decrease of membrane potential in liver mitochondria from LPSstimulated rats is amplified into a large drop in reactive oxygen species (ROS) production as a consequence of
UCP2-mediated uncoupling. The studied phenomenon of LPS-stimulation of UCP2 expression in liver thus
reflects a systemic response to the simulated bacterial infection which does recruit UCP2 molecules. In
macrophages, including those resident in liver (Kupffer cells), UCP2 is decreased upon LPS stimulation1, which
results in increasing of their ROS. During infection the whole body ROS content is elevated due to macrophage
attack in which ROS play an important role. The described activation of UCP2 expression in hepatocytes could
serve as an adaptation re-setting homeostasis of reactive oxygen species back to low values. (The project was
supported by the grants of Grant Agency of the Czech Republic, No. 301/02/1215; and by the Internal Grant
Agency of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic No. A5011106.)
1. Ježek P (2002) Possible physiological roles of mitochondrial uncoupling proteins – UCPn. Int. J. Biochem. Cell
Biol. 34: 1190-1206.
2. Žáčková M, Škobisová E, Urbánková E, Ježek P (2003) Activating omega-6 polyunsaturated fatty acids and
inhibitory purine nucleotides are high affinity ligands for novel mitochondrial uncoupling proteins UCP2 and
UCP3. J. Biol. Chem. 278: 20761-20769.
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3. Urbánková E, Voltchenko A, Pohl P, Ježek P, Pohl EE (2003) Carrier-like transport kinetics of uncoupling
proteins: Analysis of planar bilayers reconstituted with UCP1. J. Biol. Chem. 278: 32497-32500.

4-09.

Skeletal muscle mitochondria from continuously shivering
cold-acclimated
UCP1-ablated
mice:
no
resultant
uncoupling.

Irina Shabalina, Anders Jacobsson, Barbara Cannon, Jan Nedergaard
The Wenner-Gren Institute, Arrhenius Laboratories F3, Stockholm University, Stockholm, S-106
91, Sweden. - shabalina@zoofys.su.se.
Mice lacking uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) were originally observed to be extremely cold
sensitive [1]. However, our previous studies have shown that even these UCP1-ablated mice
can develop cold tolerance through long-term preacclimation to 18°C. The mechanism of heat
production in UCP1(-/-) mice is adaptive skeletal muscle-derived shivering thermogenesis [2]. Improved heat
production in preacclimated UCP1(-/-) mice could be through an enhanced training status of skeletal muscle: an
increased ability to shiver. Alternatively, skeletal muscle has been proposed as being responsible for a nonbrown adipose tissue derived nonshivering thermogenesis mediated by UCP3 [3]. Therefore, we decided to
investigate skeletal muscle from UCP1(-/-) mice as a model of continuous shivering, as well as a possible role
of UCP3 in adaptive changes of skeletal muscle upon cold exposure.
The effect of cold acclimation on oxidative phosphorylation and UCP3 activity were compared in skeletal
muscle mitochondria isolated from the hind limbs of wild-type and UCP1-ablated mice acclimated at 24°C
(control) or acclimated at 18°C for 4 weeks with the following 4 weeks at 4°C (“cold” groups). The amount of
skeletal muscle mitochondria increased by 61 % in cold-acclimated UCP1(-/-) mice, compared to coldacclimated wild-type mice. However, oxygen consumption in State 3 and in Uncoupled State decreased by 18 –
20 % in these mitochondria oxidizing pyruvate. Cold acclimation improved fatty acid oxidation in both strains of
mice, independently of UCP1 ablation. No difference between the two strains was found in the rate of
oligomycin-insensitive oxygen consumption in mitochondria isolated from animals acclimated to different
temperatures, demonstrating that cold acclimation has no effect on proton leak in skeletal muscle.
To explore whether UCP3 mediates adaptive changes in skeletal muscle from UCP1- ablated mice, we also
analysed possible effects of the inhibitor of UCPs, GDP, on mitochondrial thermogenesis. However, there was no
effect of GDP on basal respiration or on fatty acid-induced respiration; similarly, the sensitivity to free fatty
acids was unchanged. Thus, there was no evidence for a higher UCP3 activity in muscle mitochondria from
UCP1-ablated mice than in wild-type or for any induction of UCP3 activity by cold acclimation.
1. Enerbäck S, Jacobsson A, Simpson EM, Guerra C, Yamashita H, Harper ME, Kozak LP (1997) Mice lacking
mitochondrial uncoupling protein are cold sensitive but not obese. Nature 387: 90-94.
2. Golozoubova V, Hohtola E, Matthias A, Jacobsson A, Cannon B, Nedergaard J (2001) Only UCP1 can mediate
adaptive nonshivering thermogenesis in the cold. FASEB J. 15: 2048-2050 /10.1096/fj.00-0536fje.
3. Simonyan RA, Jimenez M, Ceddia R, Giacobino J-P, Muzzin P, Skulachev V (2001) Cold-induced changes in
the energy coupling and the UCP3 level in rodent skeletal muscles. Biochem. Biophys. Acta 1505: 271-279.

4-10.

Possible involment of AMPK in obesity resistance induced
by respiratory uncoupling in white fat.

Olga Matějková, Flachs P, Šponarová J, Brauner P, Thomason-Hughes M, Hardie DG, Kopecký J
Institute of Physiology and Center for Integrated Genomics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech
Republic, Vídeňská 1083, Prague 4, 142 20, Czech Republic; Division of Molecular Physiology,
School of Life Sciences, Wellcome Trust Biocentre, University of Dundee, Dow Street, Dundee,
DD1 5EH, Scotland, UK. - matej@biomed.cas.cz
A regulatable proton leak in mitochondria may be a general mechanism for controlling metabolic rates,
energy balance and thermogenesis. The mechanism of uncoupled thermogenesis is well characterized in
mitochondria of mammalian brown fat, where it depends on protonophoric function of uncoupling protein 1
(UCP1). The mechanism by which respiratory uncoupling may reduce accumulation of fat can be analyzed in
transgenic mice in which the UCP1 gene is driven by the fat-specific aP2 promoter to achieve enhanced
expression in both brown and white fat. These mice with aP2-Ucp1 transgene are resistant to obesity. This
resistance reflects a lower accumulation of triacylglycerols in white adipose tissue, namely in adipocytes from
subcutaneous fat depots. Transgenic UCP1 could decrease mitochondrial membrane potential, elevate oxygen
consumption2 and reduce ATP/ADP ratio in adipocytes. The transgene also induced mitochondrial biogenesis,
probably by way of induction of transcription factor NRF-1 (nuclear respiratory factor-1)3. A strong diminution
of fatty acid synthesis, accompanied by down-regulation of expression of genes for FAS (fatty acid synthase)
and ACC (acetyl-CoA carboxylase), was found in white fat4. The lipolytic effect of noradrenaline was lowered in
white adipocytes of transgenic animals. Likewise expression of HSL (hormone-sensitive lipase) was down
regulated in subcutaneous fat. On basis of the above findings we have suggested that AMPK might be involved
in the marked changes of lipid metabolism in the transgenic mice, resulting in obesity resistance. To test this
idea, expression of PPAR-γ (Real-Time Quantitative PCR), ATP and AMP contents (HPLC) and AMPK activity in
adipose tissue of control and transgenic mice were estimated. Expression of the gene for PPAR-γ was depressed
by the transgene in subcutaneous fat (2.95 ±0.42 vs. 1.18 ±0.12 A.U.).
ATP/AMP ratio in adipocytes from
subcutaneous fat of transgenic animals was significantly lower than in control mice (7.11 +/- 0.34 vs. 5.31 +/0.26). Western blot analysis using polyclonal antibodies to phospho-AMPKα (Cell Signaling, USA) and specific
peptide phosphorylation assay have been performed for sample extracts from control and transgenic animals
and result will be presented on our poster. All the effect of transgenic UCP1 on biochemical characteristics of
white fat of aP2-Ucp1 mice are in accordance with the activation of AMPK. We hypothesize that UCPs modulate
lipid metabolism in adipocytes via AMPK.
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1. Kopecky J, Rossmeisl M, Hodny Z, Syrovy I, Horakova M, Kolarova P (1996) Reduction of dietary obesity in a
P2-Ucp transgenic mice: Mechanism and adipose tissue morphology. Am. J. Physiol. 270: E776-86.
2. Rossmeisl M, Barbatelli G, Flachs P, Brauner P, Zingaretti MC, Marelli M, Janovska P, Horakova M, Syrovy I,
Cinti S, Kopecky J (2002) Expression of the uncoupling protein 1 from the aP2 gene promoter stimulates
mitochondrial biogenesis in unilocular adipocytes in vivo. Eur. J. Biochem. 269: 19-28.
3. Rossmeisl M, Syrovy I, Baumruk F, Flachs P, Janovska P, Kopecky J (2000) Decreased fatty acid synthesis
due to mitochondrial uncoupling in adipose tissue. FASEB J. 14: 1793-800.

4-A01. Communication between the mitochondrial thioredoxin system and 2oxo acid dehydrogenase complexes involves thiyl radicals of the
complex-bound dihydrolipoate and reactive oxygen species.

Victoria Bunik
A.N.Belozersky Institute of Physico-Chemical Biology, Moscow State University, Moscow 119992, Russia. bunyk@online.ru
The 2-oxo acid dehydrogenase complexes occupy key branch points in the mitochondrial metabolism:
involvement of pyruvate into the citric acid cycle by the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex; oxidation of 2oxoglutarate by the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex, which is the rate-limiting step of the cycle; and
oxidation of the branch chain 2-oxo acids by the branch chain 2-oxo acid dehydrogenase complex, which is an
important regulatory point of aminoacid metabolism. The complexes are self-assembled into symmetrical
structures from multiple copies of their three component enzymes, resulting in dimensions comparable to
intercristae space [1]. In a multistep process involving a number of cofactors (thiamine diphosphate, lipoic acid,
CoA, FAD and NAD+) and sequential action of 2-oxo acid dehydrogenase (E1), dihydrolipoamide acyltransferase
(E2) and dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase (E3), the complexes split a carbon-carbon bond of a 2-oxo acid,
preserving its energy in acyl-CoA and NADH. Reduced activities of the complexes are involved in
pathophysiology of thiamine deficiency and many neurodegenerative diseases [2], which highlights essential
role of these reactions in mitochondria. Our objective is to understand the mechanisms of cross-talks between
the complexes and other mitochondrial pathways, which may underlie signal transduction through the
complexes. Product inhibition of the 2-oxo acid dehydrogenase complexes by NADH and acyl-CoA represents
such regulation at the level of metabolite concentration. Phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of the pyruvate and
branch chain 2-oxo acid dehydrogenases is involved in hormonal signal transduction. However, the 2oxoglutarate dehydrogenase is not regulated by phosphorylation. In contrast, we found that the 2-oxoglutarate
dehydrogenase complex is extremely responsive to the redox-dependent regulation provided by thioredoxin
and the lipoic acid residues compartmentalised within the complex [3]. Thioredoxin scavenges the thiyl radicals
of the complex-bound dihydrolipoate, thus increasing catalytic performance of the 2-oxo acid dehydrogenase
complexes in a wide range of their substrate concentrations. However, a side reaction of the reactive oxygen
species (ROS) production by the complexes is increased by thioredoxin as well. Biological significance of the
latter reaction catalyzed by the pyruvate and branched chain 2-oxo acid dehydrogenase complexes is limited
because under the substrate ratio stimulating ROS production these complexes are phosphorylated, i.e.
inactive. However, the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex may be a significant source of reactive oxygen
species in mitochondria, and this activity of the complex is under control of thioredoxin. While thioredoxin
protection of the complex is necessary for the normal function of the citric acid cycle, the accompanying
accumulation of ROS may be deleterious if the ROS scavenging potential of mitochodria is compromised.
Mitochondrial thioredoxin system, including thioredoxin, thioredoxin reductase, thioredoxin peroxidase and
NADPH, is a known participant of ROS scavenging. Thus, our data point to the intimate link between the ratelimiting step of the citric acid cycle, ROS generation by the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex and
thioredoxin-dependent pathways. A disbalance in this cross-talk may input to the mitochondria-dependent
cellular death cascade, which is supported by association of neurodegeneration with a decreased activity of the
2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex.
1. Milne JLS, Shi D, Rosenthal PB, Sunshine JS, Domingo GJ, Wu X, Brooks BR, Perham RN, Henderson R,
Subramaniam S (2002) Molecular architecture and mechanism of an icosahedral pyruvate dehydrogenase
complex: a multifunctional catalytic machine. EMBO J. 21: 5587-5598.
2. Gibson GE, Sheu K-FR, Blass JP (1998) Abnormalities of mitochondrial enzymes in Alzheimer disease. J.
Neural Transm. 105: 855-870.
3. Bunik VI (2003) 2-Oxo acid dehydrogenase complexes in redox regulation: Role of the lipoate residues and
thioredoxin. Eur. J. Biochem. 270: 1036-1042.

4-A02. Superoxide, not only oxygen, in inhaled air is necessary for life.

RE Kazakof, EG Litvinova, IR Saakyan, MV Zakharchenko, VP Tikhonov*, Maria N Kondrashova
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Biophysics Russian Academy of Sciences, Pushchino, *DIOD
Company, Moscow. - kondrashova@iteb.ru
Conventional wisdom holds that superoxide (ROS) is the main carrier of negative charge in ionized air. We
investigated the effect of inhalation of air that was ionized by an electroefflivial generator of negative air ions
(mostly superoxide) on the generation of H2O2 in rat heart and brain mitochondria. Negative air ions (NAI) in
inhaled air has been traditionaly considered essential for life, such that a total absence of NAI is fatal and NAI
deficiency induces variuos disorders. NAI are present in clean, rural air and their level is substantially lower in
polluted, urban air as well as in isolated spaces. A. L. Tchiujevsky created an electrical generator of NAI in order
to prevent health problems that result from their deficiency. We have shown that ~ fMsuperoxide and ~ηM
Н2О2 are formed in solutions under the influence of the Tchijevsky Lustre ionizer (DIOD, Moscow) [1]. We have
found that NAI stimulate the processes of ROS transformation, such as the activation of SOD in blood and the
generation of Н2О2 in heart mitochondria [2,3]. We study the effect of NAI (ROS) inhalation on formation of
Н2О2 in mitochondria of rat brain. Brain is more directly supplied with air through both lungs and nose. The
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classic system of Н2О2 generation in mitochondria was used with addition of succinate and antimycin.
Glutamate was included to increase the rate of respiration. Н2О2 formation in heart mitochondria was observed
at 26° C, while in brain mitochondria it was detected only at 37° C. A similar response to inhalation of ROS was
observed in mitochondria of both tissues, i.e. increase in Н2О2 formation per 60-70% and in rate of ADP
phosphorylation per 50-60%. NAI are absorbed in airways and cannot penetrate into tissues. We suggest that
external ROS initiates the signal action for the generation of internal ROS in tissues by transduction through the
ROS-generating systems, most likely through NADPH-oxidase of the receptors in airways and blood vessels.
Our data show that the inhalation of external ROS stimulates formation of internal ROS. The level of stimulated
formation of Н2О2 is within the physiological range, it does not impaire, but rather stimulates oxidative
phosphorylation. Elevation of Н2О2 level in tissues up to 1µM also regulates other processes. Particularly, we
observed that the influence of ROS on the mitochondria in homogenate increases the restoration of blocks of
mitochondrial-reticular network, therefore, incubation media without ROS fails to reproduce completely the
physiological properties of mitochondria.
1. Kosenko EA, Kaminsky YG, Stavrovskaya IG, Sirota TV, Kondrashova MN (1997) The stimulatory effect of
hydrogen peroxide and negative air ions on the activity of superoxide dismutase. FEBS Lett. 410: 309-312.
2. Kondrashova MN, Grigorenko EV, Tikhonov A, et al. (2000) The primary physico-chemical mechanism for the
beneficial biological/medical effecst of negative air ions. IEEE Transactions Plasma Science 28: 230-237.
3. Litvinova EV, Kazakof RE, Stavrovskaya IG, Sirota TV, Temnov AV, Tikhonov VP, Kondrashova MN (2002)
Inhalation of ROS stimulates their generation in mitochondria. Proc. 11th Bienn. Meeting Soc. Free Radical
Research International. Monduzzi Ed. Italy, 93-96.

Session 5:
5-01.

Mitochondrial pathologies and ageing.
Respiration and energy coupling in OXPHOS complexes
assembly defects.

Josef Houštěk
1
Institute of Physiology and Centre for Integrated Genomics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech
Republic, Vídeňská 1083, 142 20 Prague, Czech Republic. - houstek@biomed.cas.cz
Human mitochondrial diseases due to disorders of oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS)
enzymes constitute a heterogeneous group of diseases caused by mutations either in
mitochondrial or nuclear DNA with predominant affection of tissues with high energy demands.
They range from severe and often fatal encephalomyopathies of early infancy and childhood to a milder
disorders of adults and a variety of senescence degenerative diseases. During the last decade, increasing
number of mitochondrial disorders have been found to result from mutations in nuclear genes that encode
either OXPHOS subunits, or specific assembly proteins and other components of mitochondrial biogenetic
machinery (1). Among the most severe belong the frequent specific defects of cytochrome c oxidase (COX)
presenting as subacute necrotising encephalomyopathy (Leigh syndrome) that are caused by mutations in the
SURF1 gene, encoding the Surf1 protein essential for COX assembly. Our studies of Surf1p-deficient fibroblast
(2) showed that different SURF1 mutations cause pronounced decrease of the normal-size COX complexes,
significant accumulation of incomplete COX assemblies of 90-120 kDa and alteration of OXPHOS
supracomplexes. In contrast to 70-90 % decrease of COX activity observed by spectrophotometric assay,
oxygen consumption analysis in whole cells revealed only a small (<30%) decrease of COX activity that was
completely inhibited by a mild detergent. In patient fibroblasts the ADP-stimulated respiration was 50%
decreased and TMRM cytofluorometry showed a significant decrease of mitochondrial membrane potential
m in state 4, and increased sensitivity to FCCP. Decreased steady state levels of
m have been also
found in COX deficient cells harbouring heteroplasmic A8344G mtDNA mutation in tRNALys (3) while increased
m appears to be associated with different defects of mitochondrial ATP synthase (4). We conclude that the
absence of the Surf1 protein leads to the formation of incomplete COX complexes, which in situ maintain rather
high electron-transport activity, while their H+-pumping is impaired. Enzyme inactivation by the detergent in
patient cells indicates instability of incomplete COX assemblies.
1. Shoubridge EA (2001) Nuclear genetic defects of oxidative phosphorylation. Hum. Mol. Genet. 10: 22772284.
2. Pecina P, Capková M, Chowdhury SKR, Drahota Z, Dubot A, Vojtiskova A, Hansikova H, Houstkova H, Zeman
J, Godinot CJ, Houstek J (2003) Functional alteration of cytochrome c oxidase by SURF1 mutations in Leigh
syndrome. Biochim. Biophys. Acta, in press.
3. Antonicka H, Floryk D, Klement P, Stratilova L, Hermanska J, Houstkova H, Kalous M, Drahota Z, Zeman J,
Houstek J (1999) Defective kinetics of cytochrome c oxidase and alteration of mitochondrial membrane
potential in fibroblasts and cytoplasmic cells with the mutation for myoclonus epilepsy with ragged-red
fibres ('MERRF') at position 8344 nt. Biochem. J. 342: 537-544.
4. Houstek J, Klement P, Floryk D, Antonicka H, Hermanska J, Kalous M, Hansikova H, Hout'kova H, Chowdhury
SK, Rosipal T, Kmoch S, Stratilova L, Zeman J (1999) A novel deficiency of mitochondrial ATPase of nuclear
origin. Hum. Mol. Genet. 8: 1967-1974.

5-02.

Does modulation of mitochondrial respiration state affect
yeast lifespan?

Joan E McEwen
Geriatrics Research and Education Clinical Center (GRECC), Central Arkansas Veterans
Healthcare System and Dept. of Geriatrics, Univ. of Arkansas for Med. Sci., 4300 W. 7th St.,
slot 151/LR, Little Rock, AR 72205. - mcewenjoane@uams.edu
The mitochondrial electron transport chain, necessary for oxidative phosphorylation, is also
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the main intracellular source of reactive oxygen species (ROS). The flux rate of electrons through mitochondrial
electron transport chain carriers has a profound effect on the rate of generation of mitochondrial ROS - high
flux (state 3 respiration; defined in vivo as high respiratory state value RSV 1) minimizes mitochondrial ROS,
whereas low flux (state 4 respiration; low in vivo RSV) leads to higher mitochondrial ROS. In view of the
documented inverse correlation between yeast chronological life span and oxidative damage 2, we hypothesized
that manipulation of respiration state to increase the flux rate of electrons will extend the chronological life
span of yeast. Our strategy was to express in yeast a mitochondrial enzyme alternative oxidase (AOX) that is
not naturally present in S. cerevisiae but common in most other fungi, as well as plants and protists.
Alternative oxidase, which catalyses oxygen reduction by accep-tance of electrons from ubiquinone, allows
electron transport that is not coupled to oxidative phosphorylation. Hence its presence creates state-3-like
electron flux rates through ubiquinone, regardless of the respiratory state of the main electron transport chain.
By this mechanism, alternative oxidase is believed to minimize the amount of ROS produced by mitochondria.
Our results show that in comparison to the AOX-negative control strain, expression of AOX is correlated with a)
increased chronological life spans of two S. cerevisiae strains examined so far; b) improved RSV of the main
(cyanide-sensitive) electron transport chain; c) less rapid decrease of RSV with age; and d) increased
resistance to 50 °C heat induced cell death (known to be mediated by mitochondrial production of ROS 3).
These results support the hypothesis that interventions designed to maintain a high RSV extend yeast
chronological life span, most likely as a result of decreased production of mitochondrial ROS. Future
experiments will include direct assessments of mitochondrial ROS and oxidative damage under these
experimental conditions. (This work is supported by the U.S. Veterans Administration and NIH P01AG20641.)
1. Aguilaniu H, Gustafsson L, Rigoulet M, Nystrom T (2001) J. Biol. Chem. 276: 35396-35404.
2. Longo VD, Gralla EB, Valentine JS (1996) J. Biol. Chem. 271: 12275-12280.
3. Davidson JF, Schiestl RH (2001) Mol. Cell Biol. 21: 8483-8489.

5-03.

Respiration and coupling of oxidative phosphorylation in
proliferating, growth arrested, and senescent primary
human fibroblasts.

Eveline Hütter1, Renner Kathrin2, Pfister Gerald1, Jansen Dürr Pidder1, Gnaiger Erich3
1
Institute for Biomedical Aging Research, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Innsbruck; 2Tyrolean
Cancer Research Institute, Innsbruck; 3D. Swarovski Research Laboratory, Department of
Transplantation Surgery, University Hospital Innsbruck. - eveline.huetter@oeaw.ac.at
Human cells in primary culture have a finite lifespan, a phenomenon termed „replicative
senescence“. After about 50 population doublings, cells stop proliferation and arrest irreversibly in the G1 phase
of the cell cycle. Cellular energy metabolism is an important aspect of aging, as shown by life span extension
through caloric restriction. Analysis of the glycolytic pathway in young and old cells revealed age-associated
changes in the activity of several enzymes. Staining cells with the oxidant-sensitive dye dihydrorhodamine
showed that senescent fibroblasts exhibit oxidative stress, a possible consequence of metabolic imbalance.
Based on these results, we wanted to know whether mitochondrial function is impaired in senescent cells.
Mitochondrial respiratory function was analyzed by high-resolution respirometry with the OROBOROS
Oxygraph [1]. The experimental regime started with routine respiration, followed by inhibition of ATP synthase
with oligomycin, and uncoupling by stepwise titration of FCCP. Finally, respiration was inhibited by sequential
addition of rotenone and antimycin A [2]. Respiration per cell was highly increased in old fibroblasts, owing to
increased mitochondrial content (citrate synthase activity) in line with an increase in cell size. Normalization of
respiratory parameters by citrate synthase activity diminished several differences obtained when expressing
results per cell number. The capacity of the respiratory chain, reflected by uncoupled respiration per citrate
synthase, is unchanged in old and young fibroblasts. Oligomycin-inhibited respiration, however, was
significantly increased in senescent cells. Further, senescent cells exhibit a slightly decreased uncoupling control
ratio, and a decreased ratio between uncoupled respiration and oligomycin-inhibited respiration. This indicates
a lower coupling state of mitochondria in senescent fibroblasts. Additionally, we performed series of control
experiments using young fibroblasts arrested in G0 by contact inhibition. Comparing these cells with senescent
cells, the difference in the coupling state is much more striking than between proliferating and senescent cellls.
These results indicate that there is no loss of mitochondrial respiratory capacity in senescent fibroblasts. The
coupling state is lower in old cells compared to young ones, which might be a consequence of oxidative stress
[3]. Interestingly, G1 arrested young fibroblasts exhibit a very high coupling state, a phenomenon which
warrants further study.
Partial uncoupling, as observed in senescent fibroblasts, leads to a diminished oxidative ATP production or a
compensatory increase in electron transport. Our titration regime applied to intact cells provides the basis for
distinguishing between these alternatives. For this purpose, we define the phosphorylation respiratory control
ratio, RCRP = (R-4o)/3u, where R, 4o and 3u are the routine, oligomycin-inhibited and uncoupled respiratory
rates, respectively. Despite differences of the respiratory control ratio, RCR3u/4o, in the range of 4 to 11 in young
and senescent fibroblasts, the RCRP was constant (0.17 to 0.19), indicating that by a compensatory increase of
routine respiration, a fixed proportion (18 %) of respiratory capacity was maintained for coupled oxidative
phosphorylation in senescent and young fibroblasts.
1. Gnaiger E (2001) Bioenergetics at low oxygen: dependence of respiration and phosphorylation on oxygen
and adenosine diphosphate supply. Respir. Physiol. 128: 277-291
2. Hütter E, Renner K, Jansen-Dürr P, Gnaiger E (2002) Biphasic oxygen kinetics of cellular respiration and
linear oxygen dependence of antimycin A inhibited oxygen consumption. Molec. Biol. Rep. 29: 83-87.
3. Stadlmann S, Rieger G, Amberger A, Kuznetsov AV, Margreiter R, Gnaiger E (2002) H2O2-mediated oxidative
stress versus cold ischemia-reperfusion: mitochondrial respiratory defects in cultured human endothelial
cells. Transplantation 74: 1800-1803.
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Probing energy metabolism of cells by measurements of oxygen
consumption and by fluorometric determination of mitochondrial
membrane potential.

Marina Jendrach, Angela Münnich, Markus Schade, Matthis Riehle, Bereiter-Hahn.
Kinematic Cell Research Group, Biocenter, Johann Wolfgang Goethe Universität Frankfurt am Main, Germany. jendrach@zoology.uni-frankfurt.de
An important factor influencing mitochondrial activity is cell density. In a variety of cell cultures cell density
has been revealed as a major factor determining respiratory activity. In secondary fibroblasts, 3T3 cells,
human proximal and distal tubule epithelial cells, HaCaT cells and to a clearly minor extent in SV40 transformed
3T3 cells oxygen consumption decreased with increasing cell density. This represented a general decrease of
energy requirements because lactate production, ATP-content, NAD-content and NAD-redox potential also were
downregulated and mitochondria could extensively be stimulated by uncoupling agents like CCCP.
In addition, secondary cell cultures showed significant cell type-specific differences in their oxygen
consumption regardless at which density the cultures were compared. With increasing oxygen demand these
were: Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) < mouse skin fibroblasts < human distal renal tubule
cells < human proximal tubule cells < chicken cardiomyocytes.
A third factor influencing respiratory activity is ageing. Isolated mitochondria and whole living cells have
been studied by using a specific dye (DASPMI: dimethylaminostyryl-methylpyridiniumiodine), staining
selectively mitochondria in living cells. DASPMI is reacting to an increase of mitochondrial membrane potential
with an increased fluorescence. This was demonstrated e.g. with mitochondria isolated from pigeon hearts.
DASPMI-stained mitochondria showed an upregulation of fluorescence when incubated with substrates, ATP or
O2. In contrast inhibitors of the respiratory chain or oxygen depletion caused a decrease in the fluorescence
reflecting clearly the state of mitochondrial membrane potential. Using DASPMI an almost homogenous
mitochondrial population in ageing and in H2O2 – treated HUVECs could be divided into two subpopulations with
different membrane potential.
1. Bereiter-Hahn J, Münnich A, Woiteneck P (1998) Dependence of energy metabolism on the density of cells in
culture. Cell Struct. Funct. 23: 85-93.

5-05.

Effect of IL-1β treatment on respiration of human
peritoneal mesothelial cells. A combined test of cell
membrane permeabilization and mitochondrial function.

O2 concentration, c [µM]

Respiration, J [pmol.s-1.10-6 cells]

Kathrin Renner1, Stadlmann Sylvia2, Gnaiger Erich3
1
Tyrolean Cancer Research Institute, Innsbruck; 2Department of Pathology, University of
Innsbruck, Innsbruck; 3D. Swarovski Research Laboratory, Department of Transplantation
Surgery, University Hospital Innsbruck, Austria. - csab2143@uibk.ac.at
The peritoneal mesothelium acts as a bioactive cellular membrane regulating serosal responses to injury,
infection and neoplastic diseases. Inflammation of the serosal surfaces induces an “activated” mesothelial cell
phenotype. In the present study we simulated activation of cultured human peritoneal mesothelial cells (HPMC,
isolated from human omentum majus) by treatment with the pro-inflammatory cytokine interleukin-1beta (IL1β). Respiratory activity of suspended cells was analysed by high-resolution respirometry (OROBOROS
Oxygraph) to assess changes in respiratory capacity and coupling of oxidative phosphorylation in activated
HPMC. Respiration of cells in RPMI culture medium was low, owing to a high degree of plasma membrane
permeabilisation in suspended cells and respiratory defects induced by exposure of mitochondria to high Ca2+
concentrations [1]. RPMI, therefore, was replaced by mitochondrial respiration medium (MiR05 [2]).
In a combined test for plasma membrane
200
200
integrity and mitochondrial function [3], the
S
respirometric
titration
regime
included
3u
4o
endogenous respiration, E, addition of
150
150
succinate and ADP, S, oligomycin (state 4o),
FCCP (state 3u), rotenone, R, and antimycin
R
A
A, A (Fig. 1; c is the trace for oxygen
100
concentration, J is the trace for respiration).
c 100
Endogenous respiration of controls in MiR05
was 45.1 ± 6.4 pmol⋅s−1⋅10−6 cells. The
E
50
50
stimulatory effect of succinate and ADP on
respiration is related to cell membrane
J
permeabilisation as (S-E)/(3u-E). Similarly, in
0
0
the presence of succinate, the relative
0
10
20
30
40
50
progressive inhibition by rotenone and
Fig. 1.
antimycin A, (R-A)/(3u-A), is an index of cell
Time [min]
membrane permeabilisation. The viability of
80 % derived from these two respiratory indices was consistent with independent data from CASY cell viability
analysis.
After IL-1β activation for 48 hours, respiratory capacity declined (P<0.05) without affecting cell viability.
The respiratory adenylate control ratio (RCR3u/4o; state 3u/4o ratio of respiration) remained unchanged after IL1β treatment at 11.1 ± 0.6, indicating tight coupling of oxidative phosphorylation and integrity of the inner
mitochondrial membrane. Treatment of HPMC with IL-1β resulted in a decrease of CS activity (P < 0.05) and
increase of LDH activity (P<0.05). The present data demonstrate that activation of peritoneal mesothelial cells
with IL-1β is associated with a decrease of oxidative phosphorylation and mitochondrial content that appears to
be compensated by an increase in glycolytic capacity.
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1. Gnaiger E, Kuznetsov AV, Rieger G, Amberger A, Fuchs A, Stadlmann S, Eberl T, Margreiter R (2000)
Mitochondrial defects by intracellular calcium overload versus endothelial cold ischemia/reperfusion injury.
Transpl. Int. 13: 555-557.
2. Gnaiger E, Kuznetsov AV, Schneeberger S, Seiler R, Brandacher G, Steurer W, Margreiter R (2000)
Mitochondria in the cold. In: Life in the Cold. (Heldmaier G, Klingenspor M, eds) Springer, Heiderlberg,
Berlin, New York, pp. 431-442.
3. Steinlechner-Maran R, Eberl T, Kunc M, Schröcksnadel H, Margreiter R, Gnaiger E (1997) Respiratory defect
as an early event in preservation/reoxygenation injury in endothelial cells. Transplantation 63: 136-142.

5-06.

Cytochrome c release by intrinsic Bax in brain and kidney
mitochondria is regulated through the oligomeric state of
creatine kinase.

Mikhail Vyssokikha, Ljubava Zorovaa, Dmitry Zorova, Dieter Brdiczkab*
a
A. N. Belozersky Institute of Physico-Chemical Biology, Moscow State University; bDepartment
of Biology, University of Konstanz, D 78457 Konstanz. - dieter.brdiczka@uni-konstanz.de
Localisation of cytochrome c in the contact sites: The distribution of cytochrome c and the
octamer of mitochondrial creatine kinase were studied in contact site and cristae fractions of rat
kidney mitochondria. It was observed that factors increasing or decreasing contact sites such as dextran or
glycerol led also to a related change of cytochrome c content and creatine kinase activity in the contact site
fractions. Cytochrome c and the octamer of mitochondrial creatine kinase both bind to cardiolipin encircling the
adenine nucleotide translocator (ANT). Thus, factors specifically changing the structure of the ANT and
presumably the orientation of cardiolipin were found to influence the distribution of cytochrome c and creatine
kinase in the contact sites [1]. The c-conformation of ANT, induced by atractyloside, resulted in high
concentration of cytochrome c and creatine kinase activity in the contact sites, whereas the ANT mconformation caused by bongkrekate was followed by a shift of cytochrome c and creatine kinase activity
towards the cristae.
The Bax dimer is a component of the creatine kinase ANT complex: The ANT complex between cytochrome c
and creatine kinase octamer persisted after dissolving brain or kidney membranes by Triton X-100 and could be
precipitated by Bax specific antibodies. Alternatively the complex was isolated from the Triton extract by anion
exchange chromatography through binding of creatine kinase [2]. Both methods revealed that a Bax dimer and
the outer membrane pore protein were components of the creatine kinase ANT complex.
Function of the intrinsic Bax in cytochrome c release: After reconstitution of the complex in phosphatidyl
choline, cholesterol vesicles we studied the release of the intrinsic cytochrome c. Addition of external Bax was
ineffective, whereas cytochrome c was liberated upon dissociation of the octamer structure of creatine kinase.
The cytochrome release following the creatine kinase dissociation was inhibited by Bcl-2, indicating the
involvement of the complex integrated Bax in this process.
1. Vyssokikh MY, Brdiczka D (2003) The function of complexes between the outer mitochondrial membrane
pore (VDAC) and the adenine nucleotide translocase in regulation of energy metabolism and apoptosis. Acta
Biochim Pol. 50:389-404.
2. Vyssokikh MY, Katz A, Rueck A, Wuensch C, Dörner A, Zorov DB and Brdiczka D (2001) Adenine nucleotide
translocator isoforms 1 and 2 are differently distributed in the mitochondrial inner membrane and have
distinct affinities to cyclophilin. D. Biochem. J. 358: 349-358.

5-07.

Diabetes induces metabolic adaptations in rat liver
mitochondria: role of coenzyme Q and cardiolipin
contents.

Fernanda M. Ferreira, R Seiça1, PJ Oliveira, PM Coxito, AJ Moreno, CM Palmeira, MS Santos*
Department of Zoology and 1Faculty of Medicine, University of Coimbra, Center for
Neuroscience and Cell Biology of Coimbra, 3004-517 Coimbra, Portugal. - fm2fer@ci.uc.pt
Several studies have been carried out to evaluate the alterations in mitochondrial functions
of diabetic rats. However, results are sometimes controversial, since experimental conditions
diverge, including age and strain of used animals. The purpose of this study was to evaluate
the metabolic modifications in liver mitochondria, both in the presence of severe (STZ-treated
rats) and mild hyperglycaemia (GK rats), when compared with control animals of similar age. Moreover,
metabolic alterations were evaluated also at initial and advanced stages of the disease. We observed that both
models of diabetes (type 1 and type 2) presented a decreased susceptibility of liver mitochondria to the
induction of permeability transition (MPT). Apparently, there is a positive correlation between the severity of
diabetes mellitus (and duration of the disease) and the decline in the susceptibility to MPT induction. We also
found that liver mitochondria isolated from diabetic rats presented some metabolic adaptations, such as an
increase in coenzyme Q and cardiolipin contents, that can be responsible for the observed decrease in the
susceptibility to MPTP opening.

5-08.

Mitochondria as the prime target of
cardiotoxicity
molecular
damage
mitochondrial creatine kinase.

anthracycline
of
cardiac

Malgorzata Tokarska-Schlattner, Oliver Speer, Theo Wallimann, Uwe Schlattner
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH), Inst. of Cell Biology, Zurich, Switzerland
Anthracyclines are efficient anti-cancer drugs, but their use is limited due to serious
cardiotoxic side effects. This cardiotoxicity is still poorly understood, but impairment of
mitochondrial functions like respiration and generation of high-energy phosphates seems to
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play a key role. We have shown in a comprehensive in vitro study that clinically relevant concentrations of
anthracyclines preferentially damage the cardiac isoform of mitochondrial creatine kinase (MtCK) as compared
to the ubiquitous isoform found e.g. in brain [1]. Our results show that anthracyclines act through competitive
binding to mitochondrial membranes and oxidation of susceptible cysteines [1]. This has negative effects on
three essential properties of MtCK: membrane binding, octameric state and enzymatic activity [2]. Similar
oxidative modification of MtCK has been observed with peroxynitrite [3] that contributes to MtCK damage
during ischemia/reperfusion [4]. Peroxynitrite also affects much more the cardiac/muscle MtCK isoform. To
confirm our hypothesis that anthracycline-induced damage of MtCK-linked "high energy" phosphoryl transfer is
causally linked to drug cardiotoxicity, we currently conduct experiments with isolated mitochondria,
cardiomyocytes and perfused heart. First results obtained by respirometry and electron microscopy show that
MtCK-dependent mitochondrial properties like creatine-stimulated respiration and mitochondrial ultrastucture
are impaired by anthracyclines at clinically relevant concentrations, with heart mitochondria being more
susceptible than those isolated from brain. (This research has been supported by Schweizerische Herzstiftung,
Wolfermann-Nägeli Stiftung, Swiss Cancer League and a Swiss National Science Foundation MHV Subsidy to
M.T.-S.)
1. Tokarska-Schlattner M, Wallimann T, Schlattner U (2002) Multiple interference of anthracyclines with
mitochondrial creatine kinases: preferential damage of the cardiac isoenzyme and its implications for drug
cardiotoxicity. Mol. Pharmacol. 61: 516-523.
2. Schlattner U, Forstner M, Eder M, Stachowiak O, Fritz-Wolf K, Wallimann T (1998) Functional aspects of the
X-ray structure of mitochondrial creatine kinase: a molecular physiology approach. Mol. Cell. Biochem. 184:
125-140.
3. Wendt S, Schlattner U, Wallimann T (2003) Differential effects of peroxynitrite on human mitochondrial
creatine kinase isoenzymes. Inactivation, octamer destabilization, and identification of involved residues. J.
Biol. Chem. 278: 1125-1130.
4. Soboll S, Brdiczka D, Jahnke D, Schmidt A, Schlattner U, Wendt S, Wyss M, Wallimann T (1999) Octamerdimer transitions of mitochondrial creatine kinase in heart disease. J. Mol. Cell. Cardiol. 31: 857-866.

5-09.

Pathogenic mtDNA mutations in cancer samples.

Anna Lorenc1, Jarosław Bryk2, Paweł Golik2,3, Jolanta Kupryjańczyk4, Jerzy Ostrowski5, Maciej
Pronicki6, Andrzej Semczuk7, Małgorzata Szołkowska8, Ewa Bartnik2,3*
1
Postgraduate School of Molecular Medicine; 2Department of Genetics, University of Warsaw,
Pawińskiego 5a, 02-106 Warsaw, Poland; 3Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Polish
Academy of Sciences, Pawińskiego 5a, 02-106 Warsaw, Poland; 4Department of Molecular
Pathology, Maria Skłodowska-Curie Memorial Cancer Center and Institute of Oncology, 02-781
Warsaw, Poland; 5Department of Gastroenterology, Medical Center for Postgraduate Education
Maria Skłodowska-Curie Memorial Cancer Center and Institute of Oncology, 02-781 Warsaw,
Poland; 6Department of Pathology,Children's Memorial Health Institute, 04-736 Warsaw,
Poland; 7Second Department of Gynecology, University School of Medicine, 20-954 Lublin, Poland; 8Department
of Pathology, National Institute of Tuberculosis and Lung Diseases, 01-138 Warsaw, Poland. pgolik@ibb.waw.pl
Mitochondrial involvement in carcinogenesis, considered since the work of Warburg has recently been
supported by numerous findings (reviewed in [1]). We have analyzed mtDNA variation in various cancer
samples, comparing them with normal tissue controls, and identified mutations and polymorphisms, both
known and novel, in mitochondrial tRNA, rRNA and protein genes. Most remarkably, in a colon cancer sample
we have found the A3243G mutation in the homoplasmic state. The A3243G MELAS mutation is one of the best
characterized mtDNA defects and is always manifested clinically as a severe mitochondrial disease. On the
molecular level this mutation is known to affect tRNA-Leu (UUR) aminoacylation and the wobble modification in
the anticodon. Cells harbouring more than 95% of A3243G mtDNA exhibit a severe respiratory-deficient
phenotype. They have significantly lowered oxygen consumption rates and electron transfer activities, lowered
ATP/ADP ratio and energy charge and show signs of increased oxidative damage [2]. Accordingly, this mutation
has never been found in homoplasmic state in living tissue. The A3243G mutation is therefore likely to
contribute to a respiratory deficient, highly glycolytic and therefore hypoxia-resistant phenotype, which would
confer selective advantage to an expanding tumor [3]. Our results are therefore consistent with the hypothesis
that changes in mtDNA leading to a respiratory defect are an important factor in generation and progression of
cancers.
1. Modica-Napolitano JS, Singh KK (2002) Mitochondria as targets for detection and treatment of cancer. Exp.
Rev. Mol. Med. 11 April, http://www-ermm.cbcu.cam.ac.uk/02004453h.htm.
2. Pang CY, Lee HC, Wie YH (2001) Enhanced oxidative damage in human cells harboring A3243G mutation of
mitochondrial DNA: implication of oxidative stress in the pathogenesis of mitochondrial diabetes. Diabetes
Ress Clin. Pract. 54: S45-56.
3. Guppy M (2002) The hypoxic core: a possible answer to the cancer paradox. Biochem. Biophys. Res.
Commun. 299: 676-680.

5-A01. Threshold expression of respiratory chain defects in
mitochondrial cytopathies.

Giovanni Benard, Benjamin Faustin, Christophe Rocher, Anna Maria Aleardi, Monique Malgat,
Jean-Pierre Mazat, Rodrigue Rossignol, Thierry Letellier
INSERM-EMI 9929 - Université Victor Segalen-Bordeaux 2, 146 rue Léo-Saignat, F-33076
Bordeaux-cedex, France. - thierry.letellier@phys-mito.u-bordeaux2.fr
Despite a better characterization of the genetic defects leading to mitochondrial disorders, their
pathogenetic mechanisms are for the most part, not understood. Particularly, the relationship between the
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presence of a defect in a given OXPHOS complex, and the occurrence of specific clinical signs (phenotype)
remains problematic. We have analysed the relationship between the presence of single defects in the activity
of respiratory chain complexes and mitochondrial respiration in muscle biopsies from 50 individuals screened
for mitochondrial diseases. Our results demonstrate the first direct evidences for the existence of a
"biochemical threshold effect" that directly intervenes in the clinical expression of respiratory chain defects in
human muscle. It is characterized by the fact that an activity defect in a respiratory chain complex must exceed
a critical value before a decrease in mitochondrial respiration can be observed. We discuss the implications of
this biochemical threshold effect in vivo for the diagnosis and the therapy of mitochondrial diseases.
1. Wallace D (1999) Mitochondrial diseases in man and mouse. Science 283 : 1482-1488.
2. Wallace DC (1986) Mitotic segregation of mitochondrial DNAs in Human Cell hybrids and expression of
chloramphenicol resistance. Somatic Cell. Molecular Genetics 12 : 41-49.
3. Taylor RW et al. (2001) An antigenomic strategy for treating heteroplasmic mtDNA disorders. Adv. Drug
Deliv. Rev. 49 : 121-125.

5-A02. Mobilization of the adenine nucleotide translocator:
molecular bases of the biochemical
observed in mitochondrial diseases?

threshold

effect

Benjamin Faustin, Rossignol R, Rocher C, Benard G, Malgat M, Letellier T
INSERM, Université Victor Segalen-Bordeaux 2, 146 rue Léo-Saignat, F-33076 Bordeaux
Cedex, France. - bfaustin@u-bordeaux2.fr
The existence of a biochemical threshold effect in the metabolic expression of respiratory
chain deficiencies has considerable implications for the understanding of mitochondrial
bioenergetics and the study of mitochondrial diseases. However, the molecular bases of this
phenomenon remain unclear. We report here a new mechanism to explain this threshold effect, based on a
reserve of enzymes not initially participating in the respiratory rate that can be activated either to respond to a
flux increase, or to compensate for a defect induced by a mutation. We show that this mobilization occurs
through (i) the assembly of inactive adenine nucleotide translocator isoform 1 (ANT1) subunits into oligomeric
active carriers, or (ii) conformational changes in the ANT1 in a PTP-like structure. We discuss how these
transitions are sensitive to the steady-state of OXPHOS functioning, or tissue, and analyze their consequences
on the threshold effect.
1. Wallace D (1999) Mitochondrial diseases in man and mouse. Science 283 : 1482-1488.
2. Schagger H, Pfeiffer K (2000) Supercomplexes in the respiratory chains of yeast and mammalian
mitochondria. EMBO J. 19 : 1777-1783.
3. Marzo I, Brenner C, Zamzami N, Jurgensmeier JM, Susin SA, Vieira HL, Prevost MC, Xie Z, Matsuyama S,
Reed JC, Kroemer G (1998) Bax and adenine nucleotide translocator cooperate in the mitochondrial control
of apoptosis. Science 281 : 2027-2031.

5-A03. Mitochondria as mutators.

Keshav K Singh1,2*, AK Rasmussen1,3, A Chatterjee1, LJ Rasmussen2
1
Sidney Kimmel Cancer Center, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Bunting-Blaustein Cancer Research Building,
1650 Orleans Street, Baltimore MD 21231 USA; 2Department of Cancer Genetics, Roswell Park Cancer Institute,
Cell and Virus Building, Buffalo, NY 14263; 3Department of Life Sciences and Chemistry, Roskilde University,
4000 Roskilde, Denmark. - keshav.singh@roswellpark.org
We have tested whether mitochondrial dysfunction impacts on the genetic stability of the nuclear genome.
Using Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a model organism, we analyzed the consequences of disrupting
mitochondrial function on genetic stability of the nuclear genome. In wild type yeast exposed to mitochondrial
respiratory chain inhibitors or mutant yeast lacking the entire mitochondrial genome (rho0) or yeast with a
mitochondrial mutation (rho-), we tested the instability of the nuclear genome by measuring the frequency of
canavanine resistant colonies. The CAN1 gene of S. cerevisiae encodes a transmembrane amino acid
transporter that renders the cell sensitive to lethal arginine analogue, canavanine. Any inactivating mutation in
this gene results in a canavanine resistant phenotype (CANR). We calculated the frequency of canavanine
resistant colonies as a measure of spontaneous nuclear mutational events in rho0 and rho- strains. We found
that, compared to the wild type cells, nuclear mutational events were significantly higher in both rho0 and rhostrains. Likewise, inhibition of electron transport by antimycin and other agents in wild type cells resulted in
increase frequency of mutation in nuclear genome. Our studies have also revealed that REV1, REV3 or REV7
gene products, implicated in error-prone translesion DNA synthesis, mediate the genetic instability of the
nuclear genome arising as a result of mitochondrial dysfunction. Our results described here in yeast model
provide a direct link between mitochondrial dysfunction and genetic instability, which has important implications
in human cancer and aging.

5-A04. Comparision of tissue respiration changes in myocardium and skeletal
muscle after

137

Cs incorporation.

AI Gritsuk, Alexander N Koval, SM Sergeenko
Biochemistry Dept., Gomel State Medical University. - koval@server.by
The growth of cardiovascular diseases (e.g. ischemic heart disease – in 3,5 times) is observed in regions
after the Chernobyl disaster [1, 2]. Radionuclide of 137Cs is known to be a main dose-forming radionuclide, and
influence the energy metabolism of the muscular tissues. The parameters of tissue respiration of the
myocardium and sceletas muscles slices of Wistar rats were studied with Clark electrode [3]. The rats were fed
during 2 month with the products contaminated with 137Cs radionuclide. The groups of animals with specific
activity of incorporated 137Cs from 1,500, 17,000, 30,000 and 60,000 Bq/kg were formed. The doses were 270,
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1,940, 3,500, and 7,400 µGr respectively. The decrease in the respiratory activity of myocardium were found
when the animals were fed till incorporation level from 1,500 Bq/kg to 17,000 Bq/kg. And 137Cs accumulation
level 30,000–60,000 Bq/kg led to stimulation of respiratory activity, and increase of sensitivity of oxidative
phosphorilation system of myocardium to 2,4-dinitrophenol was found. In skeletal muscles significant increase
of respiratory activity was observed at 17,000–60,000 Bq/kg specific activity. No changes were found in
oxidation phosphorilation system. These phenomena were considered in terms of cesium action as a source of
radiation and potassium antagonist [3], and differences in oxidative phosphorilation conditions in myocardium
and skeletal muscles.
1. Drobyshevskaya IM, Krysenko NA, Okeanov AE, Stezhko VA (1996) State of health of the population of
Byelorussia after Chernobyl accident. Zdravookhranenie 5: 3–7.
2. Yavorovsky Z (1999) Victims of Chernobyl: The realistic estimation of medical consequences of Chernobyl
accident. Med. Radiologiya I Radiatsionnaya Bezopasnost’ 1: 19–30.
3. Gritsuk AI, Verner AI, Matukhina TG, Svergun VT, Koval AN, Sergeenko SM, Gritsuk NA (2002) Ultrastructure
and mitochondrial oxidation of the rat myocardium during prolonged incorporation of cesium radionuclides.
News Biomed. Sci. 2: 63–70.
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6-01.

Intracellular restrictions of diffusion and metabolic
channeling of ADP in normal and diseased cardiac muscle
cells.

Marko Vendelin1,2, Pierre dos Santos3, Muriel Laclau3, Karen Guerrero1, Tatiana Andrienko1,
Valdur Saks1
1
Laboratory of Fundamental and Applied Bioenergetics, INSERM E0221, Joseph Fourier
University, Grenoble, France; 2Institute of Cybernetics, Tallinn Technical University, 21
Akadeemia, Tallinn, Estonia; 3INSERM U. 441, Avenue du Haut Lévêque, 33604 Pessac, France.
- markov@ioc.ee
Recent studies have revealed the structural and functional interactions between mitochondria, myofibrils
and sarcoplasmic reticulum in cardiac cells. From quantitative analysis of confocal images, it is clear that
mitochondria are precisely organized in the heart muscle cells with the very small variation in the distances
between mitochondria. In this highly organized intracellular environment, direct channeling of adenosine
phosphates between organelles and via energy transfer networks has been identified (1,2,3). It can be shown
using mathematical models, that such channeling indicates limitation of diffusion of adenosine phosphates in
cardiac cells due to very specific intracellular structural organization (3). This diffusion limitation exists in
healthy cardiac cells and disappears after short treatment by trypsin or after ischemia-reperfusion cycle.
Intriguingly, ischemic preconditioning of the heart before ischemia-reperfusion cycle was able to preserve
diffusion limitations of adenosine phosphates. It has been hypothesized on the basis of these results that in
oxidative muscle cells the ATPases and mitochondria are organized into functional complexes, termed as the
intracellular energetic units, ICEUs (1). According to our data, these complexes can be destroyed by trypsin
treatment or ischemia-reperfusion cycle in the heart without ischemic preconditioning. However, how such
complexes are formed, is still not clear and is the subject of active research.
Here, we analyzed the possible role of two principally different modes of restriction distribution for
adenosine phosphates: (a) the uniform diffusion restriction and (b) the localized diffusion limitation in the
vicinity of mitochondria. According to our analysis, the measurements of the respiration rate as a function of
exogenous and endogenous ADP including channeling of endogeneous ADP as revealed by use of competitive
pyruvate kinase and phosphoenolpyruvate system, can be reproduced by the mathematical model regardless to
diffusion restriction distribution used. However, the same is not true for measured stabilization of oxygen
consumption rate after addition of 2mM ATP or ADP as well as buildup of ADP concentration in the medium
after addition of ATP. Our analysis revealed that only the second mechanism considered - localization of
diffusion restrictions - is able to account for the experimental data. These localized restrictions are the result of
structural organization of the cell and the basis for functional coupling between ATPases and mitochondria in
the cardiac muscle cells. As long as functional coupling between mitochondrial creatine kinase and adenine
nucleotide translocase is accounted for in the model, the metabolic stability of the heart in the wide range of
workload changes can be reproduced within structural unit (ICEU) of the heart muscle cell.
1. Saks VA, Kaambre T, Sikk P, Eimre M, Orlova E, Paju K, Piirsoo A, Appaix F, Kay L, Regitz-Zagrosek V, Fleck
E, Seppet E (2001) Intracellular energetic units in red muscle cells. Biochem J. 356: 643-657.
2. Kaasik A, Veksler V, Boehm E, Novotova M, Minajeva A, Ventura-Clapier R (2001) Energetic crosstalk
between organelles: architectural integration of energy production and utilization. Circ. Res. 89:153-159.
3. Saks V, Kuznetsov A, Andrienko T, Usson Y, Appaix F, Guerrero K, Kaambre T, Sikk P, Lemba M, Vendelin M
(2003) Heterogeneity of ADP diffusion and regulation of respiration in cardiac cells. Biophys. J. 84: 34363456.

6-02.

Potassium cycling across the inner membrane of rat liver
mitochondria is initiated by nonesterified long-chain fatty
acids.

Peter Schönfeld1, R Bohnensack1, L Wojtczak2
1
Institute of Biochemistry, Otto-v.-Guericke-University Magdeburg, Leipziger Str. 44, 39120
Magdeburg, Germany, 2Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology, Pasteura 3, PL-02-093
Warsaw, Poland. - peter.schoenfeld@medizin.uni-magdeburg.de
CoA-thioesters of fatty acids are important physiological sources for feeding electrons to the
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mitochondrial respiratory chain. However, unesterified fatty acids can also change the mitochondrial oxygen
uptake by (i) permeabilization of the inner membrane to protons (uncoupling), (ii) initiation of an ATPhydrolyzing futile cycle (consisting of activation/hydrolysis of fatty acids/CoA-thioesters) and (iii) by inactivation
ADP/ATP exchange across the inner membrane as well as the electron flow in the respiratory chain. Here we
propose a novel mechanism for fatty acid action in mitochondria, namely, that fatty acids stimulate oxygen
uptake due to the onset of an energy-dissipating K+ cycling across the inner membrane. The proposed
mechanism is based on the following findings. (1) Similarly to the bivalent cation ionophore A23187, free fatty
acids stimulate large-scale swelling of mitochondria suspended in sligthly alkaline KCl medium, which is
paralleled by a release of endogenous Mg2+ [1]. (2) In energized mitochondria fatty acids induce a large-scale
swelling followed by a spontaneous contraction [2]. (3) The contraction disappears when respiration is blocked
by antimycin A or when mitochondria are pretreated with quinine (an inhibitor of the K+ /H+ antiporter) [2]. (4)
The swelling phase is accompanied by a decrease of the transmembrane potential (∆ψ) and an increase of
oxygen uptake, whereas the contraction is followed by an increase of ∆ψ and a decrease in oxygen uptake [2].
Depletion of mitochondria from Mg2+ is known to unmask silent ion-conducting systems embedded in the inner
membrane (reviewed in [3]). Consequently, there are good reasons to postulate that the swelling phase is due
to operation of the K+ uniporter plus that of the inner membrane anion channel (IMAC), whereas the
contraction phase results from the energy-driven K+ extrusion mediated by the K+/H+-antiporter.
A
simultaneous operation of the K+ uniporter and the K+/H+ antiporter generates the energy-dissipating K+
cycling.
1. Schönfeld P, Schüttig R, Wojtczak L (2002) Rapid release of Mg2+ from liver mitochondria by nonesterified
long-chain fatty acids in alkaline media. Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 403: 16-24.
2. Schönfeld P, Gerke S, Bohnensack R, Wojtczak L (2003) Stimulation of potassium cycling in mitochondria by
long-chain fatty acids. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1604: 125-133.
3. Bernardi P (1999) Mitochondrial transport of cations: channels, exchangers, and permeability transition.
Physiol. Rev. 79: 1127-1155.

6-03.

Ryanodine receptor in mitochondria of excitable cells:
Physiological and pathological relevance.

Shey-Shing Sheu1†, Gisela Beutner2, Virendra K. Sharma2, Regina Jakob2, Lin Lin2, Beth
Olbinski4, Robert T. Dirksen2, Howard J. Federoff3, Robert Gross3, and Héctor H. Valdivia4
1
Departments of Pharmacology and Physiology, of Anesthesiology, and of Medicine;
2
Department of Pharmacology and Physiology, 3Department of Neurology, University of
Rochester, School of Medicine and Dentistry 601 Elmwood Avenue, Rochester, NY 14642, 4Department of
Physiology, University of Wisconsin 1300 University Avenue, Madison, WI 53706, USA. sheyshing_sheu@urmc.rochester.edu
Mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake plays an essential role in the regulation of numerous cellular processes including
energy metabolism and cytosolic Ca2+ homeostasis. Dysfunction of these Ca2+-regulated processes leads to the
development of diseases such as cardiomyopathy, diabetes, and neurodegeneration. Despite extensive study,
there is little information regarding the molecular identity of mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake mechanisms (Gunter et
al, 1994). Our laboratories have recently discovered a ryanodine receptor (RyR) localized in the inner
mitochondrial membrane of cardiac muscle cells. This mitochondrial RyR (mRyR) serves as a rapid mode of
Ca2+-induced Ca2+ uptake mechanism in cardiac muscle cells (Beutner et al, 2001).
Herein, we address five questions regarding the physiological and pathological significance of mRyR: 1)
Which RyR isoform functions as the mRyR? 2) What is the distribution of mRyR in various tissues? 3) Is mRyR
subjected to redox regulation? 4) What are the functional implications of mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake through the
mRyR? 5) What changes may possibly occur to the mRyR in cardiomyopathy?
Using a multidisciplinary approach that includes Western blot analysis with RyR subtype specific antibodies,
pharmacology of [3H]ryanodine binding, and transgenic RyR1 knockout mice, we show that the mRyR in the rat
and mouse heart muscle cells is similar to the subtype expressed dominantly in skeletal muscle sarcoplasmic
reticulum (RyR1). The mRyR exists only in excitable cells such as cardiac muscle and neurons but not in nonexcitable cells such as liver and glial cells. Reducing agents decrease the binding whereas oxidizing agents
increase the binding of ryanodine for mRyR. Moreover, Ca2+ influx through the mRyR increases oxygen
consumption. In RyR1 knockout mice, Ca2+-activated oxygen consumption is diminished and is attended by a
significant reduction of adenine nucleotide translocase protein levels. Finally, in the cardiomyopathic hamster,
the mRyR protein level is increased but the uptake of Ca2+ is reduced secondary to depolarization of
mitochondrial potential.
Our results have broad implications by demonstrating that mRyRs transduce the transient increases in
cytosolic Ca2+ concentrations to a mitochondrial Ca2+ signal to trigger oxidative ATP synthesis in excitable cells.
Disruption of this signal cascade may contribute to the energy failure in diseases such as cardiomyopathy.
1. Gunter TE, Gunter KK, Sheu S-S, Gavin C (1994) Mitochondrial Ca2+ transport: Its physiological and
pathological relevance. Am. J. Physiol. 267: C313-C339.
2. Beutner G, Sharma VK, Giovannucci DR, Yule DI, Sheu S-S (2001) Identification of a ryanodine receptor in
rat heart mitochondria. J. Biol. Chem. 276: 21482-21488.

6-04.

Intracristal helical filaments.

Julius Liobikas, Oliver Speer, Linn Hensbo, Zydrune Polianskyte and Ove Eriksson
Helsinki Biophysics and Biomembrane Group, Institute of Biomedicine/Biochemistry,
P.O.Box 63 (Haartmaninkatu 8), FIN-00014 University of Helsinki, Finland
Helical filaments can be observed in the intermembrane compartment of isolated
mitochondria from rat liver by electron microscopy. Similar filaments have been
described in renal, liver and neuronal mitochondria of other mammals and in invertebrates [1, 2]. No
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information is available regarding the molecular composition of the intracristal helical filaments. In this study
we have purified the intracristal helical filaments to homogeneity and analysed their molecular composition by
MALDI TOF mass spectrometry.
Following gradient centrifugation of a glutaraldehyde-stabilized intermembrane protein extract from rat liver
mitochondria, helical filaments appeared in a fraction that was homogeneous under electron microscopy.
Intracristal helical filaments are right-handed structures with a diameter of about 16 nm, a pitch of 14 nm and
a length of several hundred nanometers, and the molecular weight is estimated to be from 6 to 10 MDa. A
rabbit antiserum was raised against the filament-containing fraction. 2D electrophoresis followed by Western
blotting revealed six spots with molecular weights of 75, 55, 50, 37 and 22-21 kDa respectively. N-terminal
sequencing and MALDI TOF mass spectrometry of tryptic digests of these six spots showed that they contained,
respectively, kinesin, catalase, glutamic acid dehydrogenase, rhodanese and serine β-lactamase. It is unlikely
that kinesin, a microtubular motor protein, is a component of the intracristal helical filaments, because it is
located on the cytosolic surface of mitochondria. Catalase is considered to be a peroxisomal protein. The
glutamic acid dehydrogenase and rhodanese are located in the mitochondrial matrix and they take part in the
degradation of amino acids and the detoxification of cyanide and cyanogenic agents, respectively. Serine βlactamase is associated with the mitochondrial ribosome [3], and it belongs to the bacterial superfamily of
peptidoglycan synthesizing and hydrolising proteins and shows a close sequence similarity to the bacterial class
C β-lactamases. Our results, obtained by affinity chromatography and immunogold-EM, suggest that serine βlactamase is a component of the intracristal helical filaments.
1. Sasaki H, Kurioka S, Fukata H, Ohoki T, Arai H, Suzuki T (1995) Isolation of intramitochondrial helical
filaments appearing in outer compartment of mitochondria. The Anat. Rec. 241: 149-154.
2. Murdock LL, Cahill MA, Reith A (1977) Morphometry and ultrastructure of prismatic cristae in mitochondria of
a crayfish muscle. A hypothesis of the structural principle. J. Cell Biol. 74: 326-332.
3. Koc EC, Burkhart W, Blackburn K, Moyer MB, Schlatzer DM, Moseley A, Spremulli LL (2001) The large
subunit of the mammalian mitochondrial ribosome. Analysis of the complement of ribosomal proteins
present. J. Biol. Chem. 276: 43958-43969.

6-05.

Mitochondrial cubic membrane.

Zakaria Almsherqi, Yuru Deng
Department of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, National University of Singapore. phszama@nus.adu.sg
Cubic membranes are symmetric, periodic structures that occur in numerous cell types from
all kingdoms and in virtually any membrane-bound cell organelles. Cubic membranes are based
on highly curved surfaces that are mathematically analogous to periodic minimal surfaces used
in describing both crystalline and liquid crystalline materials at a variety of length scales. So far
three types of cubic membrane morphologies - gyroid (G), double diamond (D) and primitive
(P) - have been identified. Through computer simulation of Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM) and EM tomography, cubic membranes which appear as zigzag patterns in TEM
micrographs have been identified.
Our current work is focused on cubic
membrane structure. We have studied the
cubic membrane structures in two membranebound
organelles
of
unicellular
microorganisms: the chloroplasts of green
algae (Zygnema [1]) and the mitochondria of
starved amoeba (Chaos carolinensis [2])
(Figure 1); and in ischemic Mongrel dogs’
myocardial mitochondria (unpublished data).
Our recent data obtained with amoeba Chaos
strongly suggest that cubic transition of
mitochondrial cristae (upon starvation) plays
a protective role against reactive oxygen
species and may thus be a cellular response
to oxidative stress. Transition of the heart
mitochondrial crisate into zigzag forms (cubic
membrane) in response to acute ischemic
insult may represent the earliest myocardial
cell adaptation to increased work demand due
Figure 1: A typical TEM overview shows several mitochondria
to acute ischemic stress.
in amoeba Chaos carolinensis after 10 days of starvation
In our presentation we will address our
(lack of supply with food organisms). Bar = 1 µm. The
latest result of morphological characterization
complex patterns in each of the mitochondria labeled a–f are
and biochemical analysis of the mitochondrial
simply different views of the same type of 3-D structure. This
cubic membrane in different living models
is illustrated by the simulated TEM projections (labeled a–f)
that are currently undertaken in our
on the right. From Ref 1.
laboratory.
1. Deng Y, Mieczkowski M (1998) Threedimensional periodic cubic membrane structure in the mitochondria of amoebae Chaos carolinensis.
Protoplasma 203:16-25.
2. Deng Y, Landh T (1995) The periodic gyroid-based cubic membrane structure of the chloroplast in Zygnema
(Chlorophyceae, Zygnemateles). Zoological Studies 34: 175-177.
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Mitochondrial control of calcium
electrically non-excitable cells.

ions

influx

into

Jerzy Duszyński, Krzysztof Zabłocki, Joanna Szczepanowska
Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology, Pasteura 3, 02-093 Warsaw, Poland. j.duszynski@nencki.gov.pl
A decrease in the mitochondrial inner membrane potential leads to a marked inhibition of
Ca2+ influx through the plasma membrane calcium channels (CRAC channels) into Jurkat T cell
suspended in a solution of pH 7.2 [1,2], and it is less pronounced at higher pH [3]. This effect
results from the extracellular pH-dependent sensitivity of CRAC to intracellular Ca2+. In nontreated cells the excess of Ca2+ accumulated in the vicinity of the plasma membrane is buffered by respiring
mitochondria. Mitochondrial uncoupling results in [Ca2+]c build up in sub-plasma membrane compartment which
exerts a feed-back inhibitory effect on CRAC. This inhibition is expressed as 7-fold decrease of the affinity of
CRAC for extracellular Ca2+ in cells suspended in a solution of pH 7.2 and is rather negligible when extracellular
pH is 7.8. In cells suspended in a pH 7.8 buffered saline solution mitochondrial uncoupling, which prevents the
accumulation of cytosolic calcium in the mitochondrial matrix, leads to a significantly faster recovery of [Ca2+]c
after calcium transients due to opening of CRAC. This effect is not observed when the pH of extracellular milieu
is adjusted to pH 7.2 probably because of the strong feed-back inhibition of calcium entry. We propose a
functional model of CRAC in Jurkat cells which may explain this phenomenon. We also propose physiological
consequences of the discussed phenomenon.
1. Hoth M, Fanger CM, Lewis RS (1997) Mitochondrial regulation of store-operated calcium signalling in T
lymphocytes. J. Cell Biol. 137: 633-648.
2. Makowska A, Zabłocki K, Duszyński J (2000) The role of mitochondria in the regulation of calcium influx into
Jurkat cells. Eur. J. Biochem. 267: 877-884.
3. Zabłocki K, Makowska A, Duszyński J (2003) pH-dependent effect of mitochondria on calcium influx into
Jurkat cells; a novel mechanism of cell protection against calcium entry during energy stress. Cell Calcium
33: 91-99.

6-07.

Effects of the extramitochondrial ADP on the permeability
transition pore of mouse liver mitochondria.

Zemfira Z. Gizatullina, Ying Chen, Stephan Zierz and Frank-Norbert Gellerich
Muskellabor der Neurologischen Klinik der Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg, JuliusKühn-Str. 7, D-06079 Halle (Saale), Germany. - zemfira.gizatullina@rambler.ru
Mitochondrial adenine nucleotide translocator (ANT) changes between two conformations in
which the ADP/ATP-binding site is either on the matrix side of the inner membrane (m-state)
or on the cytoplasmic side (c-state). Bongkrekic acid (BA) binds at the m-state of ANT (low
affinity state) and inhibits the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (PTP). Carboxyatractylate (CAT) and
atractylate bind the c-state of ANT (high affinity state) and stimulates the opening of PTP. It was suggested
that the c-state conformation is required for PTP opening. Matrix adenine nucleotides decrease the sensitivity of
the PTP to Ca2+ by binding to the ANT. We established that under condition of matrix adenine nucleotide
depletion the Ca2+-dependent opening of the PTP by CAT could be reversibly diminished by added
extramitochondrial ADP. Following pretreatment of mouse liver mitochondria with 50 µM CAT and 100 µM Ca2+,
the activity PTP increased, but addition of 5 mM ADP inhibited the swelling of mitochondria. Extramitochondrial
Ca2+ concentration measured with Calcium-Green 5N evidenced that 5 mM ADP did not remarkably decrease
the free Ca2+. Release of Ca2+ from loaded mitochondria was stopped after addition of 5 mM ADP. Measuring of
the mitochondrial respiration in the presence of ANT inhibitor evidenced that CAT addition caused a remarkable
decrease in the maximum amount of calcium ions, which can be accumulated by mitochondria. Addition of 5
mM ADP after 50 µM CAT did not change the respiration, but increased the mitochondrial capacity for Ca2+ at
more than 5 times. Similar results were obtained in the presence of BA 5 µM. BA increased the stability of
mitochondrial membrane, but not at that extent as ADP. BA abolished the action about of 0.2-1.0 mM ADP, but
can not induce swelling of mitochondria in the presence of 5mM. We conclude, that the outer side of inner
mitochondrial membrane has low affinity sensors for ADP, modifying the activity of PTP.
1. Crompton M (1999) Biochem. J. 341: 233-249.
2. Halestrap A (1998) Biochem. J. 336: 287-290.

6-08.

Rapid
suppression
of
mitochondrial
transition by methylglyoxal.

permeability

Ove Eriksson, Oliver Speer*, Sarune Morkunaite-Haimi, Julius Liobikas, Marina Franck, Linn
Hensbo, Matts D. Linder, Paavo J. K. Kinnunen and Theo Wallimann*
Helsinki Biophysics and Biomembrane Group, Institute of Biomedicine/Biochemistry, P. O. Box
63, Haartmaninkatu 8, FIN-00014 University of Helsinki, Finland, and *Swiss Federal Institute
Of Technology, ETH-Zürich, Institute of Cell Biology, ETH-Hönggerberg, CH-8093 Zürich,
Switzerland. - ove.eriksson@helsinki.fi
Methylglyoxal (MG) (pyruvaldehyde) is a reactive carbonyl compound produced in glycolysis. MG can form
covalent adducts on proteins resulting in advanced glycation end products that may alter protein function. Here
we report that MG covalently modifies the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (PTP), a high-conductance
channel involved in the signal transduction of cell death processes. Incubation of isolated mitochondria with MG
for a short period of time (5 min), followed by removal of excess free MG, prevented both ganglioside GD3- and
Ca2+-induced PTP opening and the ensuing membrane depolarization, swelling and cytochrome c release. Under
these conditions MG did not significantly interfere with mitochondrial substrate transport, respiration or
oxidative phosphorylation. The suppression of permeability transition was reversible following extended
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incubation in MG-free medium. Of the 29 physiological carbonyl and dicarbonyl compounds tested only MG and
its analogue glyoxal were able to specifically alter the behavior of the PTP. These findings demonstrate that MG
rapidly modifies the PTP covalently and stabilizes the PTP in the closed conformation. This is probably due to
the formation of an imidazolone-adduct on an arginine residue involved in the control of PTP conformation. We
deduce that the permeability transition constitutes a potentially important physiological target of MG.
1. Linder MD, Morkunaite-Haimi S, Kinnunen PJK, Bernardi P, Eriksson O (2002) Ligand-selective modulation of
the permeability transition pore by arginine modification. Opposing effects of p-hydroxyphenylglyoxal and
phenylglyoxal. J. Biol. Chem. 277: 937-942.
2. Speer O, Morkunaite-Haimi S, Liobikas J, Franck M, Hensbo L, Linder MD, Kinnunen PJK, Wallimann T,
Eriksson O (2003) Rapid suppression of mitochondrial permeability transition by methylglyoxal. Role of
reversible arginine modification. J. Biol. Chem., in press.

6-09.

Mitochondrial creatine transporter: a fairytale.

Oliver Speer1§, Lukas J. Neukomm1§, Robyn M. Murphy2, Elsa Zanolla1, Uwe Schlattner1,
Rodney J. Snow2, and Theo Wallimann1
1)
ETH-Zürich, Institute of Cell Biology, ETH-Hönggerberg, CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland;
2)
School of Health Sciences, Deakin University, 221 Burwood Highway, Burwood, 3125
Australia. - oliver.speer@cell.biol.ethz.ch
§ These authors have contributed equally to this work.
Creatine (Cr) plays a key role in cellular energy metabolism and is found at high
concentrations in metabolically active cells such as skeletal muscle and neurons. These, and a variety of other
cells, take up Cr from the extra cellular fluid by a high affinity Na+/Cl- - dependent creatine transporter (CrT).
Mutations in the crt gene, found in several patients, lead to severe retardation of speech and mental
development, accompanied by the absence of Cr in the brain [1].
In order to characterize CrT protein(s) on a biochemical level, antibodies were raised against synthetic
peptides derived from the N- and C-terminal cDNA sequences of the putative CrT-1 protein. In total
homogenates of various tissues, both antibodies, directed against these different epitopes, recognize the same
two major polypetides on Western blots with apparent Mr of 70 and 55 kDa [2,3]. The C-terminal CrT antibody
(α-CrTCOOH) immunologically reacts with proteins located at the inner membrane of mitochondria as determined
by immuno-electron microscopy, as well as by subfractionation of mitochondria. Cr-uptake experiments with
isolated mitochondria showed these organelles were able to transport Cr via a sulfhydryl-reagent-sensitive
transporter that could be blocked by anti-CrT antibodies when the outer mitochondrial membrane was
permeabilized. We concluded that mitochondria are able to specifically take-up Cr from the cytosol, via a lowaffinity CrT, and that the above polypeptides would likely represent mitochondrial CrT(s) [3]. However, by
mass spectrometry techniques, the immunologically reactive proteins, detected by our anti-CrT antibodies,
were identified as E2 components of the α-keto acid dehydrogenase multi enzyme complexes, namely pyruvate
dehydrogenase (PDH), branched chain keto acid dehydrogenase (BC-KADH) and α-ketoglutarate
dehydrogenase (α-KGDH). The E2 components of PDH are membrane associated, whilst it would be expected
that a mitochondrial CrT would be a trans-membrane protein. Results of phase partitioning by Triton X-114, as
well as washing of mitochondrial membranes at basic pH, support that these immunologically cross-reactive
proteins are as expected for E2 components, that is membrane associated rather than trans-membrane [4]. On
the other hand, the fact that mitochondrial Cr uptake into intact mitoplast could be blocked by our α-CrTCOOH
antibodies, indicate that our antisera contain antibodies reactive to genuine CrT. This is also supported by
results from plasma membrane vesicles isolated from human and rat skeletal muscle, where both 55 and 70
kDa polypeptides disappeared and a single polypeptide with an apparent electrophoretic mobility of ~ 65 kDa
was enriched.
Due to the fact that all anti-CrT antibodies that were independently prepared by several laboratories seem
to cross-react with non-CrT polypeptides, specifically with E2 components of mitochondrial dehydrogenases,
further research is required to characterise on a biochemical / biophysical level the CrT polypeptides, e.g. to
determine whether the ~ 65 kDa polypeptide is indeed a bona-fide CrT and to identify the mitochondrial
transporter that is able to facilitate Cr-uptake into these organelles. Therefore, the anti-CrT antibodies available
so far should only be used with these precautions in mind. This holds especially true for quantitation of CrT
polypeptides by Western blots, e.g. when trying to answer whether CrT's are up- or down-regulated by certain
experimental interventions or under pathological conditions.
As there was no mitochondrial creatine transporter protein found, the creatine uptake was studied again.
After mitochondrial volume measurements, mitochondria appeared not to enrich creatine: the creatine
concentration in mitochondria increased significantly, yet remained at ~30 % of the external creatine
concentration. Pulse chaise experiments showed that creatine was migrating freely into and out of
mitochondria. This indicates that there is no active creatine uptake system within mitochondria.
1. Salomons GS, van Dooren SJ, Verhoeven NM, Marsden D, Schwartz C, Cecil KM, DeGrauw TJ, Jakobs C
(2003) X-linked creatine transporter defect: an overview. J. Inherit. Metab. Dis. 26: 309-318.
2. Walzel B, Speer O, Zanolla E, Eriksson O, Bernardi P, Wallimann T (2002) Novel mitochondrial creatine
transport activity. Implications for intracellular creatine compartments and bioenergetics. J. Biol. Chem.
277: 37503-37511.
3. Speer O, Neukomm L, Murphy R, Zanolla E, Schlattner U, Snow R, Wallimann T (2003) Creatine transporter
isozymes: a reappraisal. Mol. Cell. Biochem., in press.
4. Walzel B, Speer O, Boehm E, Kristiansen S, Chan S, Clarke K, Magyar JP, Richter EA, Wallimann T (2002)
New creatine transporter assay and identification of distinct creatine transporter isoforms in muscle. Am. J.
Physiol. Endocrinol. Metab. 283: E390-401.
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6-A01. Dynamic

regulation
of
mitochondrial
oxidative
phosphorylation from the cytosol in the heart muscle.

Johannes HGM van Beek*,#, GJ Harrison#, LA Gustafson#, B de Groot#, O Kongas#
Center for Medical Systems Biology*, Leiden/Amsterdam and VU University Medical Centre#,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. - hans.van.beek@falw.vu.nl
Creatine kinase (CK) and glycolysis are important bioenergetic buffers processes in the
cardiac muscle cell. While the role of compartmentalized creatine kinase in energy transfer has
been investigated, the role of glycolysis in the dynamic regulation of the mitochondria was not well defined. By
measuring the response time of mitochondrial oxygen consumption to dynamic workload jumps (tmito) in
isolated rabbit hearts, we studied the effect of inhibiting energetic systems (CK and/or glycolysis) on
transcytosolic signal transduction that couples cytosolic ATP hydrolysis to activation of oxidative
phosphorylation. Groups of perfused rabbit hearts were exposed to 15 min of: (a) 0.4 mM iodoacetamide (IA,
n=6) to block CK (CK activity <3% of control), (b) 0.3 mM iodoacetic acid (IAA, n=5) to inhibit glycolysis
(GAPDH activity <3% of control), or (c) control (n=7). Pre-treatment tmito was similar across groups at 4.3 ± 0.3
seconds (mean±SEM). No change in tmito was observed in control hearts, however in IAA and IA treated hearts,
tmito decreased by 15 ± 3% and 40 ± 5% respectively, (P<0.05 vs control), indicating quicker energy supplydemand coupling in the absence of ADP/ATP buffering by CK or glycolysis. The faster response times in IAA and
IA groups were independent of the size of the work load jump, and the increase in myocardial oxygen
consumption during work load steps was unaffected by CK or glycolytic blockade. These results demonstrate
that buffering of phosphate metabolites by glycolysis in the cytosol contributes appreciably to slower
mitochondrial activation and may enhance contractile efficiency during increased cardiac work loads. Glycolysis
may therefore play a similar role as creatine kinase in mediating the dynamic control of the mitochondria in
heart muscle.
1. Gustafson LA, van Beek JHGM (2002) Activation time of myocardial oxidative phosphorylation in creatine
kinase and adenylate kinase knockout mice. Am. J. Physiol. Heart Circ. Physiol. 282: H2259-H2264.
2. Harrison GJ, van Wijhe MH, de Groot B, Dijk FJ, van Beek JHGM (1999) CK inhibition accelerates
transcytosolic energy signaling during rapid workload steps in isolated rabbit hearts. Am. J. Physiol. Heart
Circ. Physiol. 279: H170-H175.
3. Van Beek JHGM, Tian X, Zuurbier CJ, de Groot B, van Echteld CJA, Eijgelshoven MHJ, Hak JB (1998) The
dynamic regulation of myocardial oxidative phosphorylation: Analysis of the response time of oxygen
consumption. Mol. Cell. Biochem. 184: 321-344.

6-A02. The mitochondrial genome of the pigeon louse, Campanulotes
bidentatus compar (Insecta: Phthiraptera) is highly rearranged.

Catherine Covacin, R Shao, SC Barker
Department of Microbiology and Parasitology, & Institute of Molecular Biosciences University of Queensland,
Brisbane 4072, Australia. - s359542@student.uq.edu.au
The mitochondrial genomes of metazoans usually have 37 genes: 22 for tRNAs, 13 for proteins and two for
ribosomal RNA subunits. The arrangement of genes in the mitochondrial genomes of metazoans is generally
conserved within phyla [1]. However, Shao et al [2] discovered that the wallaby louse from the Amblycera has
a highly rearranged genome relative to the ancestor of insects. The mitochondrial genome of the pigeon louse,
Campanulotes bidentatus compar, a species from the Ischnocera, has been partially sequenced to determine
the gene arrangement of lice from this lineage. Results indicate that the mitochondrial genome of this louse is
also highly rearranged. A particularly intriguing translocation was the movement of the two ribosomal RNA
genes away from one another and from the minority strand to the majority strand. This arrangement questions
the accepted model of transcription of mitochondrial genomes. At present our focus is on the process of how
such extraordinary gene rearrangements evolved. For example, the rate of gene rearrangements in lice and
insects was found to be correlated with the rate of nucleotide substitution [3]. This high substitution rate is
hypothesised to be a result of the failure of repair mechanisms to maintain nucleotide integrity. Additional
hypotheses that question the accepted mechanisms of gene inversions and rearrangements will also be
discussed. Campanulotes bidentatus compar and other lice will provide models with which to test these
hypotheses.
1. Boore JL (1999) Animal mitochondrial genomes. Nucleic Acids Research 27: 1767-1780.
2. Shao R, Campbell NJH, Barker SC (2001) Numerous gene rearrangements in the mitochondrial genome of
the wallaby louse, Heterodoxus macropus (Phthiraptera). Mol. Biol. Evol. 18: 858-865.
3. Shao R, Dowton M, Murrell A, Barker SC (2003) Rates of gene rearrangement and nucleotide substitution are
correlated in the mitochondrial genomes of insects. Mol.Biol.Evol. (in press).
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